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Chapter 681: 12.83 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Second Case – Forgotten Past (2) 

The memories of Ye Xiajie’s forgotten past were now watched by him from a third person’s perspective. 

He could clearly see his wife, Hei Anjing’s perspective much clearer than he expected and saw all the 

decisions he made and his plans. 

Ye Xiajie never expected that even after learning that he is the Crown Prince of the Ye Gui race, Hei 

Anjing would choose to attack the hidden headquarters of the Ye Gui Race instead. He avoided his real 

target mission, himself, and chose to destroy the hideout of the Ye Gui race in the world of Inferno. 

He didn’t tell anyone, not even Gui Xia, his lover. He just disappeared from their life one day and placed 

all his anger on the Ye Gui race. After Hei Anjing gets his childhood memories he also remembers the 

person who caused Xia Jieye’s death. It was none other than Ye Mo, the current leader of the Ye Gui 

race. Of course, he also knows about the Ye Gui Race’s life mission. These missions were all issued by Ye 

Mo. So Hei Anjing, as long as this old bastard dies his love would be free. 

Inferno fell into ruins under Hei Anjing’s actions. His direct subordinates were summoned by him to 

follow his order and ransacked the whole world. The scene of destruction had befall in Inferno and the 

one who caused it is none other than Celestial Lord Hei. His Divine title isn’t for show, as the God of 

Destruction his divinity had the effect of absolute ruination. In just a few waves of his hands, the Inferno 

becomes the land of Ice, fire, and death. 

Celestial Lord Hei chooses to destroy the world to force Ye Mo to come out. 

But things had gone wrong when Hei Anjing chose to do this, even though Ye Xiajie chose not to get 

involved at first, Inferno is still the world that was under the control of the Ye Gui Race. Hei Anjing and 

his people were surrounded, unable to leave. 

Hei Anjing’s side had fallen into a losing one so when Ye Xiajie appeared and stopped on his side, they 

were able to take a breather for a moment. But Ye Mo should have no fear even after the Crown Prince 

of their race betrayed him. It was as if he had already thought of this probably. 

..... 

Ye Mo spoke, “Betraying me, your father, and your clan leader for the enemy you should be killing? Son, 

are you stupid? You do know that you cannot disobey the life mission this Lord had given you. You must 

kill Hei Anjing to live. This is regardless of whether you are my son or not. Why are you acting foolishly? 

Or is it like what the rumors had said, “You... had fallen for him!?” 

“I do love him. I am his other half,” said Ye Xiajie. 

Hearing these words from his son, Ye Mo looked at him like a fool. He knew more about this regarding 

Hei Anjing and even met this youngest bloodline of that hateful clan of Mo a hundred years ago. He 

could recall the day he had lost his father to that man. He suddenly started laughing out loud. His laughs 

were mocking as he stared at Ye Xiajie like a fool. 



Ye Mo said, “Love him? His other half? Son, he doesn’t love you! His other half is a dead man called Xia 

Jieye. The former Supreme God of Void! The Mo Clan had a curse that they can only love one being in 

this world and this love is eternal. His other half was never you!” 

Hahahaha~ 

Ye Xiajie was dumbfounded by what he heard. He was speechless and didn’t know how to react but 

when he turned around and saw Hei Anjing. The latter is still calm as usual but the disdain within those 

silver eyes cannot be ignored when he looks at Ye Mo. Ye Xiajie was delighted to see such an expression 

on his beloved’s face and knew that his father was wrong. The person his beloved had chosen as his 

other half is only him. 

Hei Anjing spoke, “You are right. My Mo family is cursed with sole eternal love and the man that I love 

has always been one and only in my whole life.” 

The face of Ye Xiajie had turned white with what he just heard from his beloved face. As if heaven and 

hell had turned over, he felt grief with absolution and greater pain. He who didn’t have his previous 

life’s memory thought that Hei Anjing had loved this man called Xia Jieye more than him and he is 

nothing but a substitute for this man. 

But Ye Mo and the other older Gods and Goddess from the same generation of the Supreme God of 

Void thought otherwise. They understood Hei Anjing’s words more than the others, especially Lady Gui 

who suddenly looked at her eldest son in disbelief. 

Lady Goddess Gui exclaimed as she covered her mouth in shock. She was staring at her eldest son. There 

is no way a Mo would deny their chosen other half. They could never do such a thing even if you kill 

them for it. This is the most special yet most unreasonable personality a Mo Bloodline possessed. 

“No way! It can be my eldest son...!!!” 

“IMPOSSIBLE!!! You are saying nonsense!!!” bellowed Ye Mo. 

Among anyone in this world, he would never believe what Hei Anjing had just said. His denial and shock 

were overwhelming which left even Ye Xiajie flabbergasted and in wonder. For some reason, these 

reactions of his parents and his race left him bewildered but he thought things deeper than before and 

guessed what caused them to react like this. He gave his beloved a confused look and showed that he 

truly couldn’t understand why these people are showing this kind of reaction. 

Hei Anjing sighed when he saw Ye Xiajie’s confused eyes seeking answers for himself. He never expected 

his lover to be sillier than in his previous life. 

“Xia Jieye, the Supreme God of Void died a few hundred years ago. He died... protecting the newborn 

me from Ye Mo and the Ye Gui race. But the Origin God had compensated him because he is like Uncle 

Siwang, a unique being whose existence is absolute. The Supreme Ruler of the Darkness and Sovereign 

that controls the Abyss. He is able to reincarnate countless times even if he dies. Because he is my 

chosen other half, I who possessed an immortal physique would not let him perish. As long as I am alive 

he will never disappear.” explained Hei Anjing. 

Ye Mo who couldn’t accept the truth was trying to stop Hei Anjing from explaining. 



“Shut up! You are talking nonsense!!” 

“Nonsense? If I am talking nonsense, why do you act flustered and frightened instead? It’s because you 

cannot accept the fact that the man whom you screwed over had returned anytime and taken away 

your puny life. You traitorous bastard who caused the death of your own father and your creator!!!” 

said Hei Anjing. 

“Just die already! Kill him no... Kill them both!!” ordered Ye Mo to his Ye Gui Race causing Ye Xiajie and 

Hei Anjing to be besieged from all sides by the Ye Guis. 

Ye Mo attacked Hei Anjing in immense anger. A flame dragon appeared from his hands flying towards 

Hei Anjing’s direction but was blocked by Ye Xiajie God’s Slaying sword. He only needs to wave his sword 

casually to cancel such a powerful fire elemental attack from Ye Mo. Obviously, his proficiency with fire 

elements is above his father’s at such a young age. 

Lady Goddess Gui showed her husband, “What are you doing, don’t harm my son!!?” 

“A’Xia... I as the possessor of the Mo Bloodline can only love one person in my whole life. In your first 

life, I loved you as Xie Jieye and in this life, I love you as Ye Xiajie and Gui Xia. My beloved is only for you 

regardless of how many things you have reincarnated. Believe me, my love...” said Hei Anjing. 

Only at this moment did the cold demeanor of Celestial Lord Hei fades. Only in front of Crown Prince Ye 

Xiajie did his emotions would appear on his face. Seeing the usual cold-faced Celestial Lord as Hei Anjing 

smiles at Ye Xiajie. It wasn’t only the receiver of this smile who was shocked. Everyone who saw his 

smile was stunned. 

Hei Anjing’s lips, a transient glimpse of a rare soft smile that resembles a spring after winter. This is a 

true smile that only those the people chosen to be loved by the Mo would receive. A smile that is only 

for Ye Xiajie from Hei Anjing. The same as how the Tyrant Mo Baojun smiles only for Shen Siwang. 

This time not only Ye Xiajie but Ye Mo, Lady Goddess Gui, and everyone else was stunned speechless. 

The Celestial God Hei they knew is always cold. As if he is the embodiment of winter and snow itself. He 

is always expressionless and even those silver orbs were devoid of emotions. Almost everyone from the 

Mo Family is like this but they are completely different towards the people from their family and their 

chosen one. 

And shows how special and important their other half is, towards someone who possessed the bloodline 

of Mo. Even though no one spoke out, there are lots of people in this world who envied those who were 

chosen as the Mo bloodline’s other half. Not only can their other half share and use the abilities and 

skills of their beloved, but their lives are also completely tied to one another. As long as one is alive no 

one would be able to kill a Mo and his other half unless... you are able to kill them both at the same 

time. 

Ye Xiajie can see and feel Hei Anjing’s honest affection for him. Such a true smile that only he would 

receive from his beloved made him understand that he was indeed the man that was chosen by this 

powerful Celestial God of Destruction to be his beloved. With just one smile from him, all his confusion 

and doubts faded. In his eyes, only that slightly upturned lips existed. 



Seeing this unfilial son of his and this descendant of his most hated clan looking at each other 

affectionately made him recall that only person he yearns for. That’s right, he had always wanted to 

become a Mo Family member’s other half. That man’s beloved, unfortunately, couldn’t even enter that 

person’s line of sight, much less get involved in his life. 

When he had first seen Mo Baojun in his life, he had fallen in love with him. Sadly, Mo Baojun only has 

Shen Siwang in his eyes and except for his family, the rest are nothing but dust in his eyes. Ye Mo 

couldn’t even become his friend, not even an acquaintance. Just an insignificant person who exists in the 

life of Supreme God Mo that is not much different from a pebble on the side of the road. An irrelevant 

existence for Mo Baojun. 

Ye Mo had always envied the Supreme God of Light for receiving the affection and eternity of the Tyrant 

God. He knew his place and didn’t dare to get involved with them as he had no place in between to 

sneak in. But he had always envied such extreme and absolute love like everyone else. He wanted to 

have the same but only a Mo Bloodline possessed such a quirk. 

So when the Supreme God of Darkness, who is hated by everybody, was chosen by the newly born Hei 

Anjing as his other half, Ye Mo almost died in envy. He couldn’t accept the fact that a loathsome 

existence like the God of Void would receive such recognition. It was because of this that Ye Mo chose 

to betray his creator. His extreme jealousy had led him to destroy not only himself but also those he 

doesn’t like. 

His envy caused the countless despair and separation of Hei Anjing and Ye Xiajie. 

Chapter 682: 12.84 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Second Case – Unexpected Visitor 

Ye Xiajie continues to watch the scene before him. He saw his figure dig his own heart into his own body 

when he rejected the command of Ye Mo to kill his beloved. He could never kill his love and the curse of 

his bloodline had killed him. Ye Mo watches his most powerful son die before him. He indirectly killed 

him by making his life mission something he could never do. Asking Ye Xiajie to kill his beloved is 

impossible. 

The despair and grief from Hei Anjing affected everyone in the area, his destructive aura spreading in 

the world of Inferno slowly turning everything. Until his grief turned to murderous intent, he looked at 

Ye Mo like a prey he wanted to kill regardless of anything. His hatred blinded him causing so many 

innocent deaths of beings in that world. Even his own people were sacrificed in his despair. 

Even when exerting everything in his power, he failed to kill Ye Mo and even accidentally killed Ye 

Xiajie’s mother as her husband used her as a shield at the last minute. Lady Goddess Gui died under the 

hands of Hei Anjing. The death of this lady pulled Hei Anjing out of his insanity. He was totally weakened 

when he woke up from his berserk state and got badly injured by his enemies allowing them to escape. 

Ye Xiajie watches the scene of the World Inferno slowly getting destroyed. In a small space of Ice 

Sanctuary, he watches his beloved cradle his cold dead body with his face full of tears. He had been 

crying for days until only blood came out of his eyes. Hei Anjing excludes extreme sadness and agony as 

he hugs his dead body. Completely unwilling to let go. As if he was his world itself, which ended the 

moment he died. 



It was a devastating sight to see your beloved mourn for you in such a way. Ye Xiajie’s soul tries to hug 

the grieving Hei Anjing but he is nothing but a mere soul and this world is only memories of someone 

involved in their past. The scene was cut off after the owner of this perspective died and the last scene 

this person saw was Hei Anjing’s blood tears, and extreme sadness. 

When Ye Xiajie came back to reality his mood was a bit down because everyone looked at them. Iris had 

fallen asleep as he overexerted his vessel’s capabilities. His body is a human one, which can never be 

compared to a God like Ye Xiajie. He finally finds out what his wife was trying so hard to hide from him. 

He knew what his life mission was after being reincarnated as Ye Xiajie. 

But he had always thought that it was Ye Mo who directly killed him. Even he didn’t expect that he had 

died at his own hands, killing himself before his beloved. Moreover, he realized that even after he had 

died once the curse of that mission still continues. It would continue in his every rebirth unless he 

completed it instead. In short, to remove the curse Ye Mo had placed on his soul he needed to fulfill the 

life mission he gave him. 

..... 

And that was, ‘To eliminate Celestial Lord Hei Anjing.’ Ye Xiajie must kill the person he loves the most to 

become free from the destiny he never wanted. 

Ye Xiajie mumbles, “No wonder, Jing’er doesn’t want me to learn about my life mission because he 

knows that when I know I would stop him from helping me complete such an annoying task. Regardless, 

I will never do it and I will not allow Jing’er to sacrifice himself for me.” 

“It is because you will act like this that I didn’t want to tell you. But this is the only way you can become 

free, A’Xia you cannot make me change my decision about this so... just forget about it,” said Hei Anjing. 

Everyone heard Ye Xiajie’s words but only Hei Anjing among everyone in the living room could 

comprehend what he had just murmured. When Ye Xiajie heard his wife’s soothing voice, he 

immediately looked around for its source and found a sleepy Hei Anjing sitting on a couch on his own. 

Ye Xiajie spoke with a smile that made his cold and dangerous aura fade. 

“Baby, you’re awake!” 

Before he could do, even more, Hei Anjing disappeared from the couch and appeared in front of him 

hugging his neck and clinging to him. Ye Xiajie made a move and caught him on time. He didn’t fall and 

carried him instead. Seeing his wife like this softens the God of Void’s overall appearance. He wasn’t 

that indifferent and aloof when Hei Anjing was still asleep. He was joyously hugging his wife in his arms. 

Hei Anjing asked, “Did you heal his soul?” 

“Yea, but he would still need an overnight sleep before he completely awakens. He should be your 

subordinate according to the memories I’ve peered in,” said Ye Xiajie. 

Hei Anjing spoke, “He is the second reincarnation of my subordinates. The first one I’ve found is a couple 

but they’ve died in the world they were reborn in and I had no other choice but to accept just their child. 

They should have been reincarnated without any problems as I borrowed Uncle Baojun or your former 



Book of Life and Death Artifact to reincarnate them. But it seems someone is interfering with me trying 

to find the traces of the Ye Gui Race.” 

“Do you have someone in mind whom it might be?” asked Ye Xiajie. 

“Must be the same person who interrupted your first reincarnation causing your soul to split up with 

your soul core. It might be that man or someone else,” said Hei Anjing. 

With a single wave of his hand, Iris disappeared to where he was and only Hei Anjing knows where he 

was transferred. 

Bai Jin unexpectedly asked, “This... Is he...” 

“Don’t worry. I just placed him in an empty guest room,” said Hei Anjing. 

When he saw Bai Jin, Shi Wuya, and Bai Yin sneaking a peek at him, Hei Anjing showed a casual 

mischievous smile. These three were stunned and they were not used to this. The Celestial Lord Hei they 

know is a man with a deadpan face. But Hei Yuhua, Ye Yuyan, and the rest only know this playful version 

of Hei Anjing. 

Hei Anjing said, “Good work. You have my gratitude for bringing my subordinate here. This is a gift from 

me.” 

With a snap of his fingers, four golden tickets appeared in front of the pair of hosts and systems in front 

of him. He gave them golden redemption tickets allowing them to get one special thing in the God 

System or the Nether System Malls. This is regardless of the points needed in exchange. Delight 

appeared on their faces. 

Hei Anjing stared at the white dove on the God of Misfortune’s shoulder. 

“My love, make that little white bird have his human form return to him,” said Hei Anjing. 

As always, Ye Xiajie followed whatever request his wife wanted to do and pardoned another system. He 

returned to his original identity like how Demon General Shi Wuya had. This time the little white dove 

was replaced by a blonde man with white feathered wings on his back. 

Ye Xiajie spoke, “An Angel Race? It is rare you end up in Nether Prison. What did you do?” 

Guang Gezi answered respectfully, “I’ve broken one of the commandments. I’ve killed my Former God 

and been punished for damnation.” 

Pfft! 

“No wonder~,” said Hei Anjing. “That’s how you ended up coming in Vearth. Only those who believe in 

themselves can ascend to become a God. But that wouldn’t place you in Netherworld unless you broke 

the Divine Laws~” 

A glacial aura glints within those argent orbs. Despite Hei Anjing smiling, his whole demeanor had 

completely changed from languid to icy. Making everyone else flinch and felt murderous intent coming 

from him. Those who were weak started trembling like Bai Jin meanwhile the humans were unaffected 

since Hei Anjing intentionally didn’t get them involved. 



Bai Yin’s thoughts, ‘This is it!! The Celestial Lord Hei that I know! Even though he is smiling right now, the 

feeling is as if the ice was slicing on their skin or ice needles piercing their very soul. An aloofness that 

doesn’t care for the life of others.’ 

Guang Gezi was trembling as he stuttered in his words, “I... I... I...” 

Suddenly, the overbearing pressure coming from Hei Anjing disappears, making the rest gasp from short 

suffocation. 

“I’m kidding ba~ I don’t really care what you did. But you haven’t done any merits to get your human 

body back. So you have to work hard for it. Assist Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan complete their wish and your 

human form would be given back to you as a reward. This is an order for all four of you,” said Hei Anjing. 

The four collectively responded in a respectful manner and lowered their heads as they clasped their 

hands. 

“Your wish is our command, Celestial Lord Hei!” 

“That’s better. Yuhua, Yuyan, I can only do much to this point. You guys must do the rest,” said Hei 

Anjing to the human side. 

The four nodded their heads and collectively showed their gratitude. 

“Thank you, Lord Hei and Lord God Ye!” 

Ye Xiajie also spoke but his eyes never left his wife’s figure and said, “Ye Yuyan. You still have one last 

wish. Just tell Zhi Yue if you thought about it already. My wife and I are going out.” 

Ye Yuyan just nodded his head in agreement and in the next second the shameless couple disappeared. 

Hei Anjing and Ye Xiajie are no longer in sight. Just as those two left the scene, the tension in the area 

also faded. Most of them had sighed in relief. 

Sighed! 

Lou Wei commented, “Woah~ that was scary~” 

“Two Supreme Gods at sight. That was amazing itself,” said Bai Jin. 

Bai Yin and Shi Wuya agreed, “Indeed.” 

“Phew~ I thought I was going to die there. Celestial Lord Hei isn’t as simple as he looks,” commented 

Guang Gezi. 

Lou Wei smiled and said, “Either way. Welcome to the team you three!” 

“Thank you for helping us in advance,” said Yun Jie. 

Hei Yuhua said, “Two of the executives defected. That’s good news. It would be easier to handle the Red 

Poppy Syndicate.” nov𝐄𝒍𝑢𝗌𝗯/𝓬\o\𝑚 

“Let’s finish them in one swoop and allow me to capture Poppy personally when I meet him after 

completing the second mission he gave me,” said Hei Yuhua. 



Bai Yin said, “Your second mission? Isn’t it to assassinate this man?” while pointing at Lou Wei. “Are you 

going to use a substitute again?” 

“Yes, that’s the plan. Is there a problem with it?” Asked Ye Yuyan. 

Bai Yin said, “Sooner or later Ying Su would notice that his system had gone missing. When that happens 

the actions they would take would be riskier and they would no longer care about civilians’ lives. As 

public servants, it would be harder on your side.” 

“Don’t worry. We won’t allow them to make a move after ours. They must be all captured. Please help 

us check on the other side and all of their future plans, Sir Bai Yin.” said Hei Yuhua. 

Bai Yin said, “Sure. As promised, I and Gezi will help.” 

“I and Xiao Jin would help you as well. Just tell us what you want us to do,” said Shi Wuya. 

Ye Yuyan said, “Thank you.” 

“There is no need to thank us. We are only following the orders of Celestial Lord Hei,” said Bai Yin. 

After that, the whole team talks about their plans to solve the Red Poppy Syndicate one by one. Thanks 

to what Student Fu Tian had given and Bai Yin giving more information about the Syndicate, their plans 

were more detailed than before. They were in the middle of their discussion when suddenly they heard 

a knock coming from the front door of Prosecutor Ye Yuyan’s condominium unit. 

Knock. Knock. Knock. 

Bai Jin said, “Did you hear someone knocking?” 

“Please don’t scare me. It’s already past midnight no one would visit here at this kind of time,” said Lou 

Wei as he held his lover’s hand trying to hide his fear. This silly name had always believed in science but 

after meeting gods, he started to acknowledge the existence of ghosts. 

Yun Jie said, “Calm down. It might be... Brother Ying Wu.” 

“Not him. Ying Wu says he would be going home secretly to meet his parents. Though he wouldn’t be 

telling him how he came back to life. He wanted to side with us when we confronted Ying Su so the 

latter wouldn’t go insane if we ever captured him in the future,” said Hei Yuhua. 

Guang Gezi grins and said, “Maybe we have a surprised and unexpected visitor tonight~” 

Shi Wuya and Bai Yin remain peaceful and expressionless. Things like the ghost don’t care about them 

but Bai Jin is a different story. He might be a God but he was never the type to fight. He is weaker than 

other Gods and only knows how to make money. He is scared of ghosts the most. 

Bai Jin as expected jumped on Shi Wuya’s embrace as if hiding himself. 

“Wuya. It must be a ghost. A ghost came to us. (QAQ)” 

“Don’t be silly. This is an Omegaverse Crime World. There is no ghostly apparition in this world.” said Shi 

Wuya letting this scaredy cat God of Wealth hug him. 

Bai Yin gave his younger brother a cold glance and commented, “Coward.” 



The sound of knocks continues. 

Knock. Knock. Knock. 

Finally, Hei Yuhua, who recalled something, stood up and hurriedly walked towards the door. His mate 

followed him worriedly as he also didn’t expect guests at this hour but at the same time he didn’t 

believe it was a ghost either. 

Ye Yuyan asked, “What’s wrong, Yu’er?” 

Chapter 683: 12.85 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Second Case – Destroying Warehouses. 

The unexpected knocking in the middle of the night at Prosecutor Ye Yuyan’s front door continues. 

Knock. Knock. Knock. 

Finally, Hei Yuhua made a move and stood up as he walked towards the front door to check on the 

unexpected visitor. 

Following behind him like a tail, Prosecutor Ye Yuyan asked. “What’s wrong, Yu’er? Do you know who is 

coming?” 

“I gave someone a teleport talisman. If she used it then the possibility it was her was large. Let me take a 

look first.” said Hei Yuhua. 

He walked towards the front door of their condominium unit and peered at the hole at the door. When 

he saw a feminine yet similar face to his, he immediately opened the door. 

Once the door was opened, a frantic young lady appeared. This lady possessed rare argent-colored eyes 

and looked one-third similar to Hei Yuhua. It was Hei Yumei, who used the teleportation talisman Hei 

Yuhua gave. Based on how she looked and acted, obviously, she was shaken by fear and disbelief. 

..... 

As a science genius like her, suddenly using a supernatural prop like a Teleportation Talisman made her 

three views suffer a blow. She thought the yellow paper would allow her to talk to her elder brother, 

who would think it would suddenly transfer her from one place to another. 

Suddenly appearing in an unfamiliar place like this luxuriously carpeted hallway and an expensive-

looking wooden door stunned her into confusion. She followed her gut and knocked on the door she 

suddenly appeared in front of. She won the gamble and indeed met her elder brother. 

Hei Yumei stared at her older brother dumbfounded. The terrifying feeling of appearing in a place she is 

not familiar too and meeting someone she knew gave her a different feeling. It’s like finding an oasis in 

the middle of an extremely hot desert. 

“Elder brother!” calls Hei Yumei. 

Upon seeing her elder brother, Hei Yunei couldn’t help but jump on him and hug Hei Yuhua tightly. 

Meanwhile, the latter person who wasn’t used to strangers’ sudden closeness made Hei Yuhua stiffen as 

he was hugged. He couldn’t even decide whether to hug her back or not. 



Hei Yuhua gave his husband a look of helplessness as if asking for help on what to do in such a situation. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan chuckles at such a rare scene of his wife not knowing what to do. Ye Yuyan pats the 

young girl’s back gently as if trying to calm her down. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan said, “You must be Yumei. My partner’s younger sister. Nice to meet you. I am your 

brother-in-law. I am surnamed Ye and called Yuyan.” 

Hei Yumei finally calms down as she hears the famous Prosecutor introduce himself as her elder 

brother’s partner in life. She stopped hugging her brother and apologized as she wasn’t supposed to 

have a close relationship with Hei Yuhua. They were just strangers until they met this morning. 

“H-Hello. My name is Yumei, surnamed Hei. A pleasure to meet you, Brother Ye.” said Hei Yumei. 

Hei Yuhua said, “Let’s continue the conversation inside the house. Get in.” 

“Um. Sorry for bothering you, Elder brother. But I have something to say about the Red Poppy 

Syndicate.” said Hei Yumei as she stepped inside the condominium unit that was owned by her elder 

brother and brother-in-law. 

Once Hei Yumei joined the group, she was shocked to see Oleander. He is the most dangerous person 

for her in the whole red poppy syndicate. 

Hei Yumei exclaimed, “Ah! Oleander!! Elder brother, run! This is the person who kidnapped Mom and 

Dad. As well as the person who killed anyone who tried to help Mom and Dad escape before! He is a 

dangerous person!” 

Seeing the young lady’s reaction, Oleander just raised an eyebrow, Lou Wei, Guang Gezi and Bai Jin 

started laughing and Shi Wuya together with Yun Jie were sighing at the three people who laughed. 

Oleander (Bai Yin) spoke, “Calm down, little girl. I am now on this side. As for your parents, I can help 

you bring them out.” 

“R-Really? But why would you help me out?” asked Hei Yumei. 

Oleander answers, “Because you are Hei Yuhua’s sister. This reason was enough for me to lend you a 

helping hand.” 

“Younger Sister? He is the captain’s wife’s younger sister!” said Lou Wei in surprise. 

Yun Jie said, “So Brother’s parents were now dead all this time. But the Red Poppy Syndicate had 

imprisoned them, and the brothers had always thought that they were dead. Since they’ve never come 

to see him.” 

“They can’t see him. They are a few of the main scientists that help Datura in creating those weird drugs 

and help him in mass producing it for the syndicate,” said Oleander. nov𝑒𝔩𝐮𝕊𝔟dot𝒸/o/𝓂 

Hei Yumei looked at his elder brother and asked, “Oleander is really on your side, Elder brother?” 

Hei Yuhua stares at her for a while without saying anything which made her feel a bit uncomfortable. 

“Sorry I...” Hei Yumei lowered her head. She keeps calling Hei Yuhua her elder brother without 

permission. This is just an instinctive action from her wanting to be closer to her elder brother. 



Hei Yuhua spoke, “You can believe Sir Bai Yin. He is definitely on our side. As for how you call me... do 

whatever you want. I’m going to make some midnight snacks. If there is something you wish to share, 

tell it to your brother-in-law,” while he heads to the kitchen alone while Ye Yuyan helps her join the 

team discussion. 

“Thank you, Elder brother,” said Hei Yumei as her tears fell and completely broke her cold persona. 

On the other hand, Hei Yumei was delighted in her heart. Just the words Hei Yuhua had told her meant 

she was allowed to call her brother, indicating that she wasn’t hated by Hei Yuhua as much as she 

expected. 

Hei Yuhua just nods his head at her while heading to the kitchen. 

Hei Yumei on the other hand had told everyone what happened in tonight’s meeting at the temporary 

Red Poppy Syndicate’s base. 

Lou Wei said, “They were trying to spread that bothersome drugs that would even cause everyone 

insane! Are they crazy!?” 

“If this drug spreads in our city, the people’s lives would turn into hell. The police would have put their 

lives online just to save people but even then it wouldn’t be enough,” said Yun Jie. 

Bai Jin commented, “Isn’t it better if we destroy their warehouses before they make a move to spread 

those drugs!? Since they are planning to do it tomorrow evening, let’s do it right now.” 

Everyone looked at Bai Jin as if they couldn’t believe that such a good plan would come from him. 

Bai Jin said, “W-What are you looking at? Did I say something wrong?” 

“No, it’s because you said something smart that we are looking at you this way,” said Bai Yin to his silly 

younger brother. 

Bai Jin pouted and said, “I’m not silly. You are silly. Your whole family is silly!!” 

Hahahaha 

Everyone laughed at him after hearing him shouting this. 

Sigh~ 

“You... are stupid,” said Bai Yin. 

Bai Jin said, “What did you say?” He was about to jump on his brother but was stopped by Shi Wuya. 

Shi Wuya said, “Stop embarrassing yourself. Have you forgotten that Bai Yin is your brother? You are 

family.” 

“Oh~ fuck!” mumbled Bai Jin as he hugs Shi Wuya in embarrassment. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan spoke, “But Bai Jin’s idea is great. Since we have enough people, let’s destroy their 

warehouse.” 



“Yumei, please check if these places are indeed the warehouses that Datura owns. This is something Fu 

Tian had to inform me,” said Hei Yuhua. 

“I will check. Most of these are dummy locations of their warehouses but there are some real ones 

included in it. I will list down the other locations of the warehouses I know but Oleander knows more 

about it,” said Hei Yumei. 

When she glanced in Bai Yin’s direction, she saw him writing coordinates on the paper that he gave to 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan. When Hei Yumei saw what was written on it, she now believes that Oleander is 

definitely on their side. 

Oleander commented upon seeing her actions, “What a cautious little girl. No wonder you are smarter 

than my silly younger brother.” 

“I am not silly! Hmp!” said Bai Jin. 

Hei Yuhua checked through all the coordinates Bai Yin and Hei Yumei had written together. There are six 

main warehouses and 3 fake ones. He planned the routes and estimated the time needed to destroy 

these warehouses with them working together. 

“I got it. Let’s simultaneously attack the six main warehouses and include the other fake ones,” said Hei 

Yuhua. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan as if his brain was connected with Hei Yuhua’s could already guess the overall plan 

in his head. Hei Yuhua would use telepathy to share his thoughts with Ye Yuyan like this and it would be 

like two brains, brainstorming ideas to create the most perfect plan. 

Ye Yuyan said, “If it’s like that then we need to move swiftly while avoiding the executives of the Red 

Poppy Syndicate, especially now that they have all awakened special abilities. Let’s resort to using 

Teleportation Talismans to move from one place to another.” 

“If it’s like this then it is better to bomb the warehouses. Since most of them are in abandoned places 

there should never be any problems. As for the people inside, capture them all alive.” said Hei Yuhua. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan split the tasks, “Bai Jin and Shi Wuya you will destroy the two warehouses at the 

southwest and southeast respectively.” 

“Okay~ leave it to us,” said Bai Jin while Shi Wuya nodded his head in agreement. 

Hei Yuhua said, “The ones in the north are mine. A’Yu please take care of the East side.” 

“Sure. Be careful, Yu’er,” said Prosecutor Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua said, “As for the three fake warehouses I will leave it to Bai Yin and Guagmng Gezi as well as 

Brother Lou and A’Jie.” 

The four mentioned guys nodded and accepted their tasks. 

“Afterward, please continue to spy for us in the Syndicate, Sir Bai Yin,” said Hei Yuhua. 

Bai Yin said, “This mission I accept.” 



“Lao Wei, Xiao Jie after destroying the small warehouses. As Yumei, to bring you to the secret laboratory 

of the Red Poppy Syndicate and destroy it as well. Bring all people from that side to this place and 

arrange a place for them to stay but don’t let them leave the building until we return.” said Prosecutor 

Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua said, “Or you can just send a few officers under your command and bring Aster agents to 

assist you in saving people from the secret laboratory. Bring everyone out! Whether they are willing or 

not.” 

Hei Yumei is extremely delighted when she hears his elder brother and brother-in-law order people to 

save her parents and everyone captured in the secret laboratory. She was still thinking about how she 

could ask her elder brother to bring their parents to that place. 

Hei Yuhua said, “Yumei, you need to return to that place ahead of time and inform those you trust about 

this plan. Once Brother Wei and A’Jie finished the preparations they would help you bring out everyone. 

I will repeat, you can only inform the people you trust the most and make a scenario to bring everyone 

on that side to gather in a single area. Only then the teleportation stone I will give to A’Jie will be able to 

bring everyone over to this building unharmed. Do you understand?” 

“Please don’t worry brother. I will keep your words in mind. I know the most desperate people in the 

laboratory that wish to escape that place. I will definitely be careful.” said Hei Yumei. 

Hei Yuhua said, “As for that couple... There is no need to tell them about me. Let nature take the 

course...” 

“I understand, Elder brother,” said Hei Yumei. 

She knows that her older brother still couldn’t accept their parents as of now. The pain of feeling 

abandoned and living all his life as an orphan can not be easily dissolved. Deep inside Hei Yuhua’s heart 

even though the reality he knows is not the correct one, the hardship he had experienced in the past can 

never be forgotten that easily. 

Everyone feels awkward when Hei Yuhua’s parents are mentioned. Most of the people in the room 

knew about Hei Yuhua’s childhood. He was only a baby when he was abandoned by his parents in an 

orphanage. At the young age of 8, he showed intelligence beyond his age which made the government 

intelligence division Aster take notice of him. 

He started training as an undercover agent at the age of 10 and started working in field secret missions 

at 15 years old. At 18 he becomes the most talented Aster Agent. Behind all his success were hidden 

pain, sadness, and loneliness. He never experienced what it is like to have a family and how it is to live 

like an ordinary civilian. 

..... 

Chapter 684: 12.86 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Second Case – Execute the Mission 

Past midnight, Hei Yuhua and the team had done their preparations and gathered for the last time in the 

living room. Prosecutor Ye Yuyan had given the members enough resources and tools for their missions. 



Prosecutor Ye Yuyan spoke, “Execute the plan. After you finish your tasks, return here as soon as 

possible.” 

“There would be people who would arrange those who were captured. So after you return just give 

those people to them. The plan must be executed within an hour if things go wrong. There is no need to 

worry about failure, just make sure to destroy the drugs in any way. If an Executive appeared don’t get 

involved with them face to face. Everyone, be careful!” said Hei Yuhua. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan said last, “Okay. Move out!” 

Once he said this everyone used the Teleportation Talisman that was given to them. They’ve been 

teleported to the location their mission is located. They disappeared one by one in the room leaving 

only Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua. Ye Yuyan hugged his wife and kissed his forehead. 

Ye Yuyan said, “Be careful, Yu’er. Even if we failed this mission there is no problem with trying again. 

Anyway, Sir Bai Yin is already on our side.” nov𝑬𝓁𝓊𝑠𝒷/𝗰/o/𝔪 

“I will not fail. No matter what mission I will complete it,” said Hei Yuhua. 

..... 

Even if his mate says that he doesn’t need to worry if the mission failed as a former agent, Mission 

Failure is never an option for him. Aster Agents aren’t like the public police force. They can only do what 

they can and save as many people as they can within the range they wouldn’t have to die a fool’s death. 

Agents move in the shadows, their mission would complement huge changes in the country itself and 

sometimes the world. As the former strongest agent, Hei Yuhua would never accept failure. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan could understand that and had no words to convince his beloved. He could only 

sigh in his heart and could only use the other option he thought in his mind. 

“Yu’er, mission results aren’t as important as our family. What would I do if something happens to you? 

What about our daughter? I believe I and Huahua are the most important in your life. Yu’er, I don’t want 

anything happening to you.” said Ye Yuyan. 

Thinking about how much they owe their daughter Hei Yuhua promised to because she wouldn’t take 

the mission results as the top priority. 

Hei Yuhua said, “Okay. I promise. I will not do things beyond my means.” 

“Thank you, Yu’er,” said Prosecutor Ye Yuyan who was smiling at him and once again pulled him into a 

hug and kissed his forehead reverently. 

It was at this moment that Hei Anjing and Ye Xiajie who were using their human form appeared in thin 

air in front of him. They were using modern clothing of their world. What they noticed the most is that 

the light brown hair of Hei Anjing had turned black as both of their hair lengths were in line with this 

world’s aesthetics. They both looked like models found in magazines and were completely down to 

earth. Unlike the usual divine self, Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan could hardly look them in the eyes. 

What is more eye-catching is that Lord God Ye is carrying all kinds of stall food of sweets and finger food. 

There are crepes, pizzas, cotton candies, candied haws, and more. There is so much variation that it is 

hard to choose which to start eating. On the other hand, Hei Anjing is holding a bowl of ice cream he 



and his husband are eating together. Lord God Ye is indifferent as always but his eyes turn gentle while 

looking at his other half. 

Hei Yuhua asked, “Are there stalls still open at this kind of time?” 

“Of course! On the other side of the earth! We visited A’Ming and Warden Lou for a bit!” said Hei 

Anjing. 

‘You went to other countries to eat snacks!?’ Thoughts of Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua. 

Ye Xiajie spoke, “Baby, don’t eat too many cold things. You’ll hurt your tummy.” 

“Then~ help me eat it, my love~,” said Hei Anjing while smiling at his beloved. 

Ye Xiajie opened his mouth and let his wife feed him. He wasn’t even embarrassed as Hei Yuhua and Ye 

Yuyan were watching them with dumbfounded expressions. They’ve never expected Gods would also 

become shameless when in love. Spreading dog foods like it was a blessing. 

Moreover, even if this scene doesn’t fit Ye Xiajie’s image, the latter was willing to indulge his wife and 

spoiled him to the extreme. Other people’s thoughts never matter to him anyway. 

Ye Xiajie spoke to the two without glancing at them and said, “Aren’t you guys gonna leave now?” 

Only then did Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua wake up in reality and remember their mission. 

Hei Anjing spoke before they took their leave. 

“Don’t worry about Iris. Once he woke up, he would help you solve your problems like Oleander. Go on 

and complete the mission you have right now. But it is better to inform that man about it so he would 

not think that you already know that he wasn’t the original Police Officer Ying Wu,” suggested Hei Anjing 

as started eating crepes with his husband. 

Hei Yuhua said, “That’s right! I forgot about this! Thank you for reminding me, Lord Hei.” 

Only then did Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua realize that their team hadn’t completely ripped off their masks 

with Poppy. At least the latter still thinks that his mask hasn’t broken yet as Ye Yuyan and the rest 

reacted normally towards him all this time. 

Hei Anjing said, “You should focus on your current mission first before trying to solve the whole picture.” 

“Thank you for your reminder,” said Prosecutor Ye Yuyan. 

Ye Xiajie spoke, “Go now. Your comrades are about to be done. If you are having a hard time ask Zhi Yue 

or Zhi Yang who is with you. Leave now.” 

Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua bow their heads in gratitude before disappearing in thin air as they’ve used the 

Teleportation Talisman. 

After the couple had disappeared, Ye Xiajie and Hei Anjing stayed in the living, spending time together 

as usual. Since we’re a bit interested in the lives of their temporary hosts, they decided to watch them 

from home. Holographic screens showing everyone involved in this mission were floating before them 

like a huge television separated into small boxes with different scenes. 



There are separated screens for each member. Bai Yin, Bai Jin, Shi Wuya, and Guang Gezi had no 

problem with their sides. Even if they have mortal bodies they are still people from Vearth and Gods like 

no others. They had varying means to complete their mission. 

The warehouses in the South areas had all been destroyed. Huge fires caught the attention of the 

nearby civilians who had witnessed the scenes. The police stations received multiple reports of arsons. 

Bai Jin and Shi Wuya had chosen to look for one another, the same as Guang Gezi and Bai Yin. These two 

duos stood in the air as they watched the fire burn everything within those warehouses. Behind them, a 

few men were tied up and shrieking while in the air. This was the first time they’ve experienced flying in 

a literal way. 

Bai Jin said, “Is that all? This mission seems to be a bit too simple.” 

“It’s boring for us as we could put it to fire with a wave of a hand but the mortals need to install bombs 

inside,” said Guang Gezi. 

As we talk about this, huge sounds of explosions simultaneously can be heard from the east, north, and 

some locations in the west. Obviously, it was the deed of Ye Yuyan and the rest. 

Bai Yin spoke, “Mission complete. I will follow the next plan and return to the syndicate. You two... bring 

back all the captives.” 

AAAAHHHH! HAH! 

He gave the rope in his hands to his younger brother. Those who were tied up and connected to the 

rope Bai Yin was holding almost fell off the sky when the rope left Bai Yin’s hand for a split second. It 

resumed floating when Shi Wuya held it for Bai Jin. 

Shi Wuya said, “Leave the clean-up to us. This world plot is about to be completed as well. We should be 

able to return to Vearth in a while.” 

“Eh~ I haven’t played enough yet. Let’s go to those amusement parks all over the world,” said Bai Jin. 

Shi Wuya smiled a bit and said, “After the tasks are over. I will accompany you anywhere but you should 

be the one preparing the money.” 

“Ah! STINGY! How can you let me pay!?” shouted Bai Jin while the other three looked at him with eyes 

saying ‘You are talking about yourself.’ 

Only then do they disappear from the sky and return to the place they should return to. 

— 

Meanwhile, at the abandoned warehouse which the Red Poppy Syndicate used as a hideout. 

The Mad Scientist, Datura, had been shouting in anger when he heard reports about the destruction of 

his drug warehouses. It was destroyed all in one night and this was before the mission of their leader 

could be implemented. 



“What the hell!? Who did it!? Prosecutor Ye!? Impossible! The only warehouse he is in is the one Fu Tian 

knows. That damn traitor! Did he betray us after learning his friend was killed!! Why did the leader even 

kill that stupid brat now things had gone awry!!” 

“Someone report to Poppy what happened here!! Report all details!!” ordered Datura to his 

subordinates. 

Nightshade appeared in the laboratory and said, “Don’t bother Poppy. Your useless men would get 

caught if the Police Director named Yu Xi found out about them.” 

“What do you want me to do then?! Our next mission had gone to waste thanks to this!” said Datura. 

Nightshade said, “Try contacting Iris or Oleander. I had a feeling things aren’t simple. I will personally 

report to Poppy about this. Don’t bother sending people to those places only for them to be caught.” 

Gritting his teeth in anger, Datura can only say, “Fine. I will look into it.” 

“Better to check on that beloved apprentice of yours. Even if she grew up under your teaching her blood 

is still the same as Agent Y,” suggested Nightshade before taking his leave to report to the leader, 

Poppy. 

Datura isn’t a fool. He knew that Nightshade was suggesting something when she mentioned his 

apprentice, Hei Yumei. Recalling that only her except the executives knows about the next plan of their 

organization. He didn’t think twice and blamed her for the current situation where all the warehouses 

were destroyed. Unlike Student Fu Tian who only knew one of the main warehouses and more placebo 

small warehouses, it wouldn’t be his doing when all the 6 main warehouses were ruined on the same 

night. 

Datura’s only confusion is when the annoying siblings had met. 

“Ah! The two must have met when I was away that one time. But that was only this morning how can 

they make a move so fast and how did he inform them about it? That bitch! She is as annoying as her 

elder brother! Damn it!!!” cursed Datura in extreme anger. 

His years of hard work disappeared to ashes in just one night. Who wouldn’t get angry knowing things 

about that? He grabbed his phone and said to contact people from the secret laboratory. 

“Hello! It’s me! Hei Yumei had betrayed us. Kill the Hei Couple for me!” 

The call ended abruptly after Datura issued a death order for Hei Yumei’s parents. 

Datura had a crazed smile on his face as he mumbled, “Hei Yuhua, Hei Yumei, your sins shall be repaid 

by your parents’ lives.” 

Little that he knew, Yi Rouya, his lover who had lost his expression, was watching him from the corner. 

He looked like he had lost his soul as his eyes were lifeless but he still couldn’t help but stare at Datura 

like he was his everything. This is due to their bonds as fated mates. Without Datura knowing his 

beloved canary had longed flown out of his cage. 

Chapter 685: 12.87 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Second Case – Secret Laboratory (1) 



On the other hand, at Police Director Yu Xi’s house. 

The same night, Ying Su and Yu Xi had just finished eating dinner together. They live as lovers as usual 

and Yu Xi treated him as his most important person as always. To Ying Su, Yu Xi is the man who loves 

him the most in the world and he loves him the same way. 

Yu Xi was watching the television when the news flashes on his screen reporting about simultaneously 

arsonist cases and bombing cases that are happening at this moment. 

He was just leisurely watching the news on the television when Prosecutor Ye Yuyan’s face appeared on 

the screen. He is being interviewed by some reporters who came over when the explosions happened in 

this abandoned east warehouse. 

“Prosecutor Ye, do you know what is happening? The people who live near here said they had heard a 

loud explosion that seems to be a bomb. Is this true?” asked the Reporter on the scene. 

The cold yet handsome face of Prosecutor Ye Yuyan becomes the focus of the camera. They were 

waiting for him to reply. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan spoke, “I do not know who let you inside but I assure you. Not only those rule-

breaking men would be fired but your station shall pay the price.” 

..... 

“Send them out!” ordered some police officers who arrived on the scene to help the Prosecutor. 

His icy voice resounds from the mix leaving everyone speechless in shock. They’ve never expected for 

this handsome man to be this ruthless to lawbreakers. Then the next scene can only be watched as 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan ordered a few police officers in uniform to come over, send the lurkers and 

reporters away and push them all out the yellow line they weren’t supposed to cross. 

On the phone, only the scene of Prosecutor Ye Yuyan talking to someone on the phone can be seen. 

Whatever he had just mentioned was done in a few minutes. Meanwhile, as he watched the news, the 

sounds of the phone ringing were echoing in the whole house. 

RING. RING. RING. 

Yu Xi knew this is Ye Yuyan calling Ying Su. As expected when he picked up the phone he saw Prosecutor 

Ye’s name flashing on the screen. He stared at the screen for a long time thinking about answering the 

call or not. Just as he was thinking about it, someone grabs the phone. It was Ying Su who just returned 

from the kitchen after washing the dishes. 

Ying Su heard his phone ringing and saw his lover staring at it with no reaction as if he was in a daze. 

“What are you thinking about that you can’t even hear my phone ringing?” asked Ying Su. 

Police Director Yu Xi said, “Ah? Oh, I was watching flash news. It’s rare that flash news would appear at 

this time. Based on how it was done urgently it seems that there are people bombing a few warehouses 

which is weird. I saw Yuyan on the television. You might be called over to help but it’s already too late 

and they are about to finish. There is no need for you to come over if you don’t want to. I can inform 

Yuyan you won’t be coming.” 



His words were nonchalant as if he doesn’t know a thing but if Ye Yuyan is here he would notice that Yu 

Xi is hinting at something to Ying Su which would once again create a bigger gap in their friendship. This 

is an obvious warning from Yu Xi to Ying Su. Indirectly telling him that he is currently being under 

investigation and there is no need for them to go there. 

“This...!” 

But Ying Su who was staring at the flash news didn’t hear what Yu Xi had said and was shocked in heart 

seeing the familiar warehouse that was under his Syndicate’s control. The only difference is that right 

now it was burning brightly under the evening sky. Like a burning wood that would only leave traces of 

ashes afterward. 

RING. RING. RING. 

Ying Su spoke, “S-Sorry... Let me take the call for now. As it seems to be an emergency.” He ran towards 

the unit’s balcony so Yu Xi wouldn’t hear any of his phone calls. 

He was in a hurry to hide somewhere so that he didn’t notice the changes in his lover, Yu Xi’s expression. 

The latter was opening and closing his mouth as if he wanted to speak but in the end, didn’t speak a 

word. Yu Xi obviously wanted to warn his lover for the second time but in the end, he remembered his 

sad conversation with his best friend this morning. He owed him too much yet he wasn’t thinking of 

helping him openly and was even giving a warning to his enemy countless times. He feels like he is a bad 

person and not worth trusting any longer. 

Yu Xi murmured, “I didn’t want to lie to Yuyan anymore yet at the same time I didn’t want to see you 

hurt. I’m such a hypocrite.” nov𝑬𝓁𝓊𝑠𝒷/𝗰/o/𝔪 

At the balcony... 

Ying Su answered the call from Ye Yuyan and heard him reprimanding him for his late answer. 

{Why did you just answer right now? There are bombing cases all over the city.} 

Ying Su responded, “Sorry, Prosecutor Ye. I was washing the dishes just now and didn’t hear the phone 

ring. I will come over right now!” 

{No need. Everything was handled. Just file a report about this case tomorrow and send it to the 

headquarters. We will be heading back right now.} 

“But... The news says...” said Ying Su who totally wanted to go to the scene and was looking for an 

excuse to do so. 

{News? Oh, you mean those annoying trespassers! Those people are now hanging out at the police 

station. What was flashing right now happened a few hours ago. Either way, everything has already 

been handled, and we are going to head home now. Show me the report tomorrow.} 

Ying Su responded, “Understood, Prosecutor Ye.” 

Click. Doot. Doot. Doot. 



The call ended after their conversation died. Ying Su’s expression turned dark and gloomy under the 

moonlight light. Under the shadows, Nightshade appears and kneels on one knee at the side reporting in 

person what happened. 

Nightshade spoke, “Poppy, all the warehouses had been destroyed. One of them was destroyed by 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan as reported on the television, for the rest no one knew who did it.” 

“It wasn’t Ye Yuyan?” asked Ying Su. 

Nightshade responded, “No. He was completely under our surveillance when he drove towards that one 

warehouse he went to. It seems that Student Fu Tian betrayed us and told them about that one 

warehouse which is the only real one among the fakes. The fake ones were also burned like the other 

warehouses before Prosecutor Ye Yuyan arrived.” 

“You have no idea who did it?” asked Ying Su. 

Nightshade said, “I had the feeling it was Datura’s apprentice, Hei Yumei, who spread this information 

about the locations of the warehouses but I do not know who she asked to destroy it.” 

“Hei Yuhua?” 

“Agent Y had appeared on the scene with Prosecutor Ye Yuyan together with Wei Lou and Jie Yun,” said 

Nightshade. 

Ying Su spoke, “So you think it wasn’t their doing?” 

“Yes,” replied Nightshade. 

Ying Su asked, “How about Oleander and Iris have they returned?” 

“Datura says Oleander is back but Iris isn’t. Oleander says that Iris is still busy with paying with his stocks 

he got back from whoever stole it from him,” said Nightshade. 

Ying Su thought for a moment and listened to Nightshade’s idea. 

“Capture Hei Yumei alive. Including her parents and bringing them over to me,” ordered Ying Su. 

Nightshade responded, “Your wish is my command.” 

— 

Meanwhile at the Secret Laboratory... 

The Hei couple were still at the laboratory doing their usual job of recreating the drugs Datura had 

invented. They work to mass produce it with the other scientists that were captured by the Syndicates 

as well. During this time they were in their own rooms to rest. Instead of simply resting they were 

imprisoned in a room with a bed and attached bathroom. 

Mama Hei sat on the bed with a worried expression while Papa Hei hugged her as he comforted his wife. 

“Why is Mei’er not back yet? Why did that bastard take away our daughter!? I only have Mei’er, I’ve 

already lost Hua’er.” 



“Don’t think about it much. Mei’er is Datura’s apprentice. She had more usefulness alive than dead.” 

said Papa Hei. 

Mama Hei started crying in silence. She misses her son a lot but before they could love him and give him 

freedom they lost him. 

Mama Hei asked, “Darling, is our Hua’er really gone? Maybe Oleander is lying to us and Hua’er is still 

alive.” 

“That’s... I don’t know,” Papa Hei doesn’t have the heart to tell his wife that Oleander is a professional 

killer and him making a mistake is close to zero. But seeing his wife downhearted he could only lie but 

deep in his heart, he wishes his son is also alive somewhere. 

Mama Hei would hug and cry in her husband’s embrace every night. She would always think of her son 

every time she is not working or Hei Yumei is not around. 

When Hei Yumei arrived this was the scene that they had witnessed. There was a change of plan and Hei 

Yumei had to come over with just one person. This is because the reporters had arrived on the scene 

before they could even complete what they were supposed to do. Thankfully, Ye Yuyan had longed to 

destroy the warehouse before the social media reporters had arrived on the scene. 

Because of this event, Lou Wei and Yun Jie had to appear on camera. This is to make sure Ying Su would 

think that they were the ones who destroyed the warehouse where they hid the illegal drugs. 

At this moment, Hei Yumei and the person who arrived with her had teleported into the Secret 

Laboratory while wearing an invisibility cloak on their bodies. Seeing her parents cry, they overheard the 

old couple’s conversation while in invisible mode. Hei Yumei glanced at the fully covered person who 

came with her. A person was standing beside her wearing full body bulletproof clothing that even his 

face is completely covered. He was holding a rifle in his hand with wireless earphones in his ears. 

Iris’s voice can be heard from the earphones. 

{All clear. I had hacked the whole surveillance system of the laboratory. It would last for an hour at 

most.} 

“That’s enough time. Tell A’Yan and the rest to wait at home. I will be there soon.” 

{Be careful, Hydra.} 

The man covered from top to toe is none other than Hei Yuhua. After they’ve decided to make the 

change of plans thanks to the reporters’ sudden arrival. Hei Yuhua gestured towards Hei Yumei so that 

she can show herself as the surveillance system in the whole laboratory. The two remove their cloak, 

shocking the old couple in the room. 

They first saw Hei Yuhua covered from head to toe and thought he was an intruder. 

Papa Hei shouted while pushing Mama Hei behind him, “Who are you?” 

Hei Yuhua didn’t speak out and just stared at the old couple. His silver eyes were full of mixed emotions 

of slight yearning and indifference. Papa Hei and Mama Hei felt unknown pressure being stared at by 

this person and unknown sadness spread from within their hearts. 



Mama Hei unconsciously reaches out as if wanting to touch him but Hei Yuhua averted his gaze and 

ignored her. He walked and stood by the door waiting for the guards outside to hear the commotion 

inside the room. 

As expected, two guards opened the locked door from the outside and entered the room. In that split 

moment, Hei Yuhua made his move to dislocate their shoulders and plugged their mouths with cloth of 

their own, and tied them up together. 

“Who the hell are you?!” 

“How did you get in!? Intrude...!!! hmf!!” 

Aaahhh!!! hhffffmmfp!!! 

His cold gaze made the two tremble, especially with a gun pointed at them. 

Hei Yuhua’s muffled voice through the cloth was heard, his tone was detached as if he didn’t care about 

the lives of these two people. 

“Don’t move or you’re dead,” whispered Hei Yuhua. The two men didn’t move and stood up like statues 

afraid that Hei Yuhua would shoot them down. 

Hei Yumei finally showed herself and ran towards her parents and hugged them tightly. 

“Mom! Dad! I’m back!” said Hei Yumei. 

Mama Hei was delighted to see her daughter, “Mei’er!? Thank God you are safe!” 

“Mei’er, who is that person?” asked Papa Hei. 

..... 

Hei Yumei said, “Mom, Dad, he is big...” 

Hei Yuhua forcefully intervened in her words and said, “Stop wasting time. Get moving.” Then he heads 

outside without waiting for them to capture all the guards in the hallway. 

Sounds of gunshots were heard outside the room but they only lasted for a while. Obviously, Hei Yuhua 

was fighting the guards in the hallway. Hei Yumei noticed that her brother didn’t want their parents to 

know who he was. 

Hei Yuhua’s muffled voice was heard from the outside, “Come out!” 

“Mom, Dad, Let’s go! Bi... He would help us escape. We need to gather everyone and leave all at the 

same time.” said Hei Yumei. 

But as if her parents weren’t listening to her they stared at the open door dazed. They weren’t fools. 

When they’ve met the eyes of that young man they feel the intimacy that they shouldn’t feel towards a 

stranger. Plus, those argent eyes that seem plucked from the moon itself are something only the 

bloodline of the Hei Family possessed. 

Papa Hei asked, “Mei’er is he... Is he...!?” 



“Dad, let’s talk about this after we escaped. He doesn’t want to talk about it,” said Hei Yumei. 

Beside her, Mama Hei’s face had long been covered in tears. Crying noiselessly as if afraid that the 

detached young man who stared at them indifferently would leave without them knowing. 
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Secret Laboratory from the C Country’s Capital City. 

Hei Yuhua took the lead of the group with Hei Yumei explaining to the other captured scientists the 

current situation. Many of the scientists were hesitant when they looked at the all-covered Hei Yuhua. 

He wasn’t even willing to show their face to them. How can they believe that he came here to save 

them? 

An old scientist said, “Young man if you are truly here to save us, show your face.” 

“That’s right. We can believe you while you are hiding your face.” 

“N-No, everyone stop...!!” said Hei Yumei trying to stop the chaos. 

Then suddenly Hei Yuhua raised his gun and pointed it at the forehead of the old scientist leaving 

everyone terrified. They never expected this young man whose face was covered would be this ruthless. 

These old men just wanted to show their importance and get more privilege from their savior. They used 

to be people who stood at the peak of science history. 

No one dared to speak one more word while the old man whose life was hanging was frightened to the 

point he was crying silently. Especially when his eyes met with those aloof and glacial silver eyes, just 

these eyes alone were enough to show this young man’s indifference to human life and death. 

..... 

Snort! 

The sound of Hei Yuhua which seemed like a mocking gesture was heard but he moved his hand that 

held a gun and pointed it in the direction where the tied prisoners were. Clearly, one of them intended 

to escape and he had to shoot the side of his leg as a warning. 

Bang! 

AHHH! 

Hei Yuhua remained expressionless as he did such a deed. He lowered his gun and coldly glanced at the 

writhing man on the floor. His wounded leg wasn’t even bleeding but his skin was scratched and the 

pain was real. 

“If you try to escape the second time the next bullet would hit your head,” said Hei Yuhua. 

The tied-up prisoners whose arms were dislocated all turned pale in fright. They are men who had seen 

real blood and death and just the coldness hidden within the depths of those argent orbs, was enough 

to terrify them to the core. They lowered their heads avoiding meeting Hei Yuhua’s gaze and the shaking 

of their bodies cannot be ignored. 



Meanwhile, the Old scientist who wanted to cause chaos was shocked and speechless; his wrinkled face 

was now as pale as white snow. But Hei Yuhua ignores his reaction, even if he faints Hei Yuhua doesn’t 

care. He only came here to help Hei Yumei and told her parents nothing less and nothing more. The rest 

were just extra baggage that he decided to bring along upon thinking about his mate’s righteousness. 

Hei Yuhua said to Hei Yumei, “Follow along. Seeing how many people of the Syndicate came for you 

means that the mad and stupid scientist decided to kill you. We should leave this place as soon as 

possible. You have 15 minutes more to gather everyone at the main hall. I will wait for you there. 15 

minutes later, whether everyone is there or not, I’m going to leave.” 

Then he glanced at the white-faced old man and said, “Plus, don’t think of getting the former glory you 

had before... You’ve been helping a Syndicate to mass produce illegal drugs for years. In the eyes of the 

government, you guys are accomplices to the crime. Now your place, Old Man. My patients for strangers 

are too short. Hmp!” 

He walks away without any second thoughts after saying those words. It was only after Hei Yuhua 

mentioned their crime straight to their faces that they realized that Hei Yuhua’s words were correct. 

Even though they were forced to do such a crime, the fact that they’ve become an accomplice to it 

would never be erased. 

A middle-aged lady scientist mumbled, “I’m afraid that even after we leave this place the government 

will put us under surveillance. We would never be free and ordinary people anymore. Well, that is 

unless we have people from the Upper Echelon of the government backing us up...” 

All the scientists in the area felt their mood plummet after hearing these words. Only Hei Yumei, who 

knew about her Brother-in-law’s identity, felt like their family would not be burdened by this event. 

Plus, her elder brother’s authority in Aster Division is only second to the Director of the Intelligence Unit. 

Hei Yumei comforted her parents and said to everyone, “Let’s go. We can’t waste any more time.” 

Only after Hei Yumei said these words did everyone realize that they are running out of time. Based on 

the actions Hei Yuhua had made just now, obviously, he is a ruthless and decisive person. Once he said 

he would leave in 15 minutes then he would leave. This is regardless of the situation of other people. In 

the last fifteen minutes, the other scientists work together to gather their other comrades. There is no 

hassle at all as Hei Yuhua cleared up the way when he walked away with the prisoners just now. 

Hei Yuhua was in the laboratory’s main hallway with the captured men who work for the Syndicate. He 

was sitting quietly on an empty couch closing his eyes as if he was napping. Papa Hei accompanied his 

daughter in helping their other comrades. 

On the other hand, Mama Hei was staring at her son from a distance with longing in her eyes. She 

wanted to approach him but did not know what she wanted to say. But in the end, she made up her 

mind and sat beside Hei Yuhua. 

Hei Yuhua noticed her approach but chose to turn a blind eye to it. It was unknown to him that his body 

language says otherwise, and he was hesitant to get closer to this lady who calls herself his mother. The 

words mother, father, and sister are foreign to him. He is an orphan who grew up alone and had no 

attachment to the word family. 



But things changed after he met Ye Yuyan. This man had to revert everything he grew up into and 

change his cold and lonely world with something warm he calls love. This man gave his family love and 

gave him everything. No matter what, things have become bright thanks to Ye Yuyan. 

That’s why when he met HeinYumei for the first time she didn’t hate her as much as he thought he 

would and didn’t envy her at all. Because Ye Yuyan had given him the love he had always wanted, the 

pain of abandonment cannot be erased in his heart. If someone is going to ask him what is the happiest 

memory he remembers in childhood, Hei Yuhua can only answer with silence. To him, his past is nothing 

but an empty timeline in life. 

There is no joy, sadness, ambition or whatsoever. Only the vague scene of a couple hugging while crying 

was imprinted on his mind. Hei Yuhua believes the two people in those vague memories are the parents 

who abandoned him at such a young age. nov𝗲𝐋𝓤𝕊𝔅/𝐜/o/𝓂 

When he meets Hei Yumei, he suddenly finds out that he wasn’t abandoned intentionally, instead, he 

was being protected by his parents from the Syndicate who wanted to give him freedom. But in 

exchange for this freedom, Hei Yuhua lost what he could call family. He comes freer than anyone from 

the Hei Family but lonelier than anyone from the family. 

So Mama Hei’s sudden approach not only made Hei Yuhua uncomfortable, he was even feeling a bit of 

rejection towards her. But this is normal, he might have allowed Hei Yumei to call his brother a bit of 

kinship, and other things are impossible at the moment. The only reason he appeared with Hei Yumei in 

this place is that Lord Hei told him that if he doesn’t come to the Secret Laboratory on his own, he would 

lose the people he can call his family. 

He was stunned for a moment but had to make a decision as soon as possible. This is because Ye Yuyan 

was exposed by the media and this must include their team’s presence or else Poppy and his Syndicate 

would notice their future plans. Lou Wei and Yun Jie had to stay whole Hei Yuhua on the other hand can 

appear and also not appear. After all, Hei Yuhua’s other identity, Hua Heiyu, is an eccentric person who 

only does what he wants. Poppy knew about this and wouldn’t even be surprised if he learned that 

Hydrangea stayed home while the others worked overtime. 

Hei Yuhua becomes the person to help Hei Yumei to save people from the Secret Laboratory. That’s why 

he is here right now. 

Suddenly being approached by the lady he can call mother made him feel discomfort in his heart. This 

was after all their meetings after all those years. 

Mama Hei asked, “Can I sit beside you?” 

“Do what you want,” said Hei Yuhua as he even didn’t look at her. Even her voice was a bit forced and 

hoarse. 

Feeling the space beside him sink, Hei Yuhua can also feel his heart sinking. He wanted to move away 

from her and leave but that would be quite an awkward scene. He can only pretend to be blind and 

choose to ignore her. 

Mama Hei keeps glancing at Hei Yuhua but unfortunately, she is unable to see through his mask which 

covers his face. But Mama Hei could already see some features that are similar to hers and to her 



husband’s, like the shape of his eyes or the size of his nose. Watching Hei Yuhua silently is all that Mama 

Hei can do at the moment. 

“I don’t know if you are listening. If you do that’s good even if you don’t that’s also good. You see, I used 

to have a cute little son. He was born to me and my husband. Our first child. We love him so much, 

especially those silver eyes that look like the moon itself. But sadly, we can’t give him happiness and 

freedom.” 

“My husband and I were captured when we were just a young married couple. Both of us were orphans 

and grew up supporting each other in the end, finally getting married. In the laboratory that imprisoned 

us, we finally got to welcome our first baby. It was an adorable boy and we named him Yuhua.” 

“Yuhua is a very smart baby. He could recognize us as his parents but would try if a stranger carries him. 

My husband and I love him a lot. But one day, a young mad scientist Datura was taken back to the 

laboratory. He looks so young yet so cruel. He wanted to use our son as an experimental subject.” 

Hei Yuhua’s thoughts, ‘So the Red Poppy Syndicate already existed when Ying Su was only a young boy. 

This must be because his past memories still live with him. He remade the syndicate faster than the first 

time and as the world resets only his memories were unaffected by it. But I met Datura in my teens, 

which means the inhumane laboratory I’ve destroyed before is under the Red Poppy Syndicate.’ 

Mama Hei continues her story. She didn’t care even if Hei Yuhua was not listening to her but she still 

wanted to tell her son that they’d never want to abandon him in that orphanage. 

“Of course, we never agree to it. So in the end, he planned to escape from the Syndicate as a family. The 

people in the laboratory who were captured like us helped in our escape. But we were only able to enjoy 

our lives outside the laboratory for a week before we were once again captured by the Syndicate. To 

hide our son from Oleander, we can only leave him in the hidden compartment of the orphanage. 

Intending to come back to our son after we try to escape.” 

“That resulted in the Syndicate threatening the lives of those who helped us. Telling us they would kill 

everyone who had in hand of letting them escape. Until now, we couldn’t get out of this prison called 

Secret Laboratory. Those old men from before were just anxious. Please forgive him. They were already 

here even before we arrived. Imprisoned here longer than any of us.” said Mama Hei. 

Hei Yuhua remained silent as Mama Hei told stories of the past, something interesting and anything just 

so at this moment can be considered as a time spent together with her son. She had always wanted to 

spend some time like this with her son. Now that she was given an opportunity to do so, Mama Hei 

wouldn’t waste it even for a second. 
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nov𝓮𝑳𝒰𝑠𝑏.𝓬/o/𝓶 

While Hei Yuhua was busy saving people in the Secret Laboratory, Prosecutor Ye Yuyan was finally freed 

from the media and public people for what happened in those bombing cases. 

After finishing this part of the mission, Prosecutor Ye Yuyan returned to his Condominium Building to 

wait for the rest with Lou Wei and Yun Jie. It was System Yue who had pretended to be Hei Yuhua during 

the short moment when they were filmed by the media companies that came to report the bombing 



cases all over the city. This is the reason Poppy, Ying Su, believed that they weren’t involved in this event 

where all the illegal drug warehouses were destroyed. 

Upon returning to Prosecutor Ye Yuyan’s unit, the three of them were welcomed by Bao Jin and Shi 

Wuya who just come back from their mission, Lord Hei and Lord God Ye watching a horror movie in the 

living room with the first mentioned couple, and Iris who finally woke up from his short nap. 

Bai Jin, who was using Shi Wuya as a seat while hugging a big bowl of popcorn in his hands, looked at 

them when he heard the sounds of the front door opening. 

“Yo! You guys are back. Thanks for the hard work.” said Bai Jin. 

Lou Wei dragged his tired body inside the house and fell boneless on the couch. 

“Ah~ I’m so tired. Those hyena-like reporters. How can they arrive on the scene that fast? You should 

have seen the cameras they were all brought over. I thought we were shooting at Hollywood’s!” 

complain Lou Wei. 

..... 

Yun Jie spoke, “Seat properly! Give some space to sit on.” 

“Sweetie, you can sit on me! Upfft!!” said Lou Wei as he got a light kick to his stomach from his fatigued 

lover. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan looked serious as he went near Iris and saw him watching the surveillance of the 

Secret Laboratory under the Red Poppy Syndicate’s ownership. 

He could only silently approach and watch the screen himself. Prosecutor Ye Yuyan saw his mate sitting 

on only one of the couches in the Grand Hall of the place he was in. Seated beside him, is a middle-aged 

aunt smiling at Hei Yuhua moving her mouth nonstop as if telling something endlessly to his wife. He 

immediately recognizes the identity of the woman beside his wife. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan asked, “Is this the mother of Yu’er?” 

“She is. Together with her husband, they were both taken by the Syndicate a few years ago. It has been 

more than a decade since they were forced to work for the Syndicate,” said Iris. “The Syndicate only 

targets scientists with no background. These two grew up in the orphanage.” 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan asked, “Did the Syndicate also target my wife this way?” 

“Yes but none of those who were sent to capture returned alive. He is more decisive than his parents 

and eliminates his enemies without any second thoughts. You’ve married such a fierce wife aren’t you?” 

said Iris. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan said, “My wife isn’t fierce.” 

“Captain, your wife isn’t fierce only at you~” commented Lou Wei. 

Yun Jie covered his lover’s mouth when he saw the face of the big boss turned ugly. 

Lord Hei suddenly pokes his head out from his husband’s embrace and says to Ye Yuyan. 



“I suggest you guys back up, Yuhua. If I were the hidden villain, the most probable suspect for burning 

down the warehouse would be the little girl connected by blood with Yuhua. Sending executives would 

be a surprise right?~” said Hei Anjing. 

Ye Xiajie said, “Don’t move and continue watching the movie, Jing’er.” 

Mwah! Hei Anjing gave his husband’s lips a loud peck and said, “Okay~, my love.” 

Upon hearing Hei Anjing’s sudden warning, Prosecutor Ye Yuyan, Lou Wei, and Yun Jie decided to come 

to where Hei Yuhua is. 

Lou Wei said, “Captain, I’ll go with you.” 

“I...” Yun Jie’s words were cut off but Prosecutor Ye Yuyan. 

“Stay, Xiao Jie. I need someone to stabilize those who would be teleported here,” said Prosecutor Ye 

Yuyan. 

Yun Jie nods his head as he knows that Ye Yuyan is right. 

“Please bring brother back safely!” said Yun Jie. 

Ye Yuyan said, “I will.” Only then did he and Lou Wei disappear from the room once again. 

After the two disappeared, Bai Jin asked, “Is it okay for only two of them to save the first one, Lord Hei?” 

“Well, one should be enough but... the possibility of their identities coming out would be bigger, I think. 

By the way, I made some shortcakes while you two brought them out,” said Hei Anjing. 

Bai Jin and Shi Wuya like to eat sweets as well so they didn’t mind following Hei Anjing’s orders. While 

Hei Anjing glanced at Iris and said, 

“You should also clear up the traces. Send warning messages to Yuhua. Better to block all kinds of 

signals before taking your leave. After my husband’s and my tasks are done, you are returning to 

Netherworld with us and recreate your original vessel.” 

Iris saluted and lowered his head in a practiced manner, “As you wish, My Lord!” 

— 

Back at the Secret Laboratory’s Grand Hall. 

Mama Hei keeps talking while Hei Yuhua silently listens. This was the scene Papa Hei and Hei Yumei 

witnessed upon rejoining the group. 

Hei Yumei was delighted to see them and was about to see her brother and mother when her father 

stopped her. 

“Ah! Big Bro...” 

“Let them be for a while. Your mom misses your brother a lot. All this time your mother had been 

blaming herself after I made her leave A’Yu in that orphanage. I also regret my decision at that time.” 

said Papa Hei. 



Hei Yumei asked, “Dad, you miss Big Brother a lot as well?” 

“Of course! The last time I carried your brother he was only a two-year-old baby. But at this moment, 

the knots in his heart would take time before we can regain his trust back,” said Papa Hei. 

Hei Yumei recalled the awkwardness between her brother and her. When she hugged her brother for 

the first time, she felt his body freeze as if he didn’t expect such closeness from her. There is even 

hidden envy in his eyes sometimes when looking at her. Hei Yumei knew that this was because she grew 

up with her parent’s love and care while her big brother grew up alone to fend off himself in the cruel 

society. She could only be silent as she thought about those things. 

All of a sudden an alarm was heard coming from Hei Yuhua’s earphones. This is a signal that someone 

was calling him from the outside. When he answered the call a frantic voice of Iris was heard. 

{Hei Yuhua, emergency situation! Nightshade is on her way to your location 

Leave immediately!} 

{I repeat! Emergency situation! Nightshade is on her way to your location 

Leave immediately!} 

Hei Yuhua suddenly stood up and said to everyone in the area. Thankfully, he had already finished 

writing the teleportation circle on the ground of the open hall. 

“Everyone! Get inside the circle! We already have a lot of time!” shouted Hei Yuhua. 

He had already placed the tied-up prisoners inside the circle and everyone followed his command and 

stood inside with him as well. Beside him, Mama Hei was standing quietly with Papa Hei and Hei Yumei. 

Hei Yuhua contacted System Yang in his mind. Only System Yang is able to activate the Teleportation 

Spell Circle drawn on the ground. 

‘System Yang, please begin!’ said Hei Yuhua through his thoughts. 

System Yang responded, [Leave it to me.] 

While the others were stunned and confused about what was happening at this moment they still stood 

still inside the circle without complaining. This is not only because they had witnessed Hei Yuhua’s 

cruelty but at the same time, they no longer have any more choices to choose from. 

Bang! 

When everyone entered the teleportation spell circle, System Yang activated it per Hei Yuhua’s request. 

It takes a few seconds before it fully activates when suddenly a black shadow flies toward Mama Hei 

clearly targeting her. Hei Yuhua saw that it was a bullet and pushed his mother away from harm. This let 

the cover on his face rip which in the end, resulted in his face being seen by everyone. 

Everyone was shocked when they saw Hei Yuhua’s face, especially the ones who had worked 

longest with the Old Hei Couple immediately saw the similarities between the four people from the Hei 

Family. 



“What is this? He looks so similar to Professor Hei Wan and Professor Xu Yuli!” 

“Look at those silver eyes! Those are definitely hereditary!!” 

“But Professor Hei Wan and Professor Xu Yuli have no son!” 

“No! They had one! This young man must be him!” 

“No wonder he came here. He must have come here to save his parents.” 

Hei Yuhua ignored everyone’s voices and looked behind him to see where the bullet came from. He 

pushed her mother towards her father. 

“Don’t leave the circle.” 

“Yumei, listen to the person you would meet in the building.” 

“I will but what are you going to do, big brother?” asked Hei Yumei. 

Hei Yuhua replied, “Stay. I need to stop the person from stopping your transfer.” 

He was about to step out of the Teleportation Spell Circle when two pairs of arms grab him. It was 

Mama Hei and Papa Hei. They didn’t speak a word but wanted to stop him. Mama Hei was already in 

tears. 

Hei Yuhua’s voice turned a bit gentle as he says, “You need to let go.” 

But Mama Hei was shaking her head strongly rejecting Hei Yuhua’s request. The hands of Mama Hei that 

were holding Hei Yuhua’s arm tightened instead. 

“No. I won’t. I won’t let go again.” said Mama Hei between her cries. 

Hei Yuhua hesitated to speak and look at his father instead. They didn’t speak a word to each other and 

just stared at each other’s eyes as if they could converse with their eyes alone. 

Papa Hei chose to stop his stubbornness and said, “Is there no other option but for you to stay, A’Yu?” 

“No. I will be alright. Just wait for me to return. If you see my husband... please tell him what happened. 

He would come over to save me,” said Hei Yuhua. 

Though Mama Hei and Papa Hei didn’t expect their son had been married. Hearing that he had a 

husband means he is an omega. They didn’t talk about this topic at this moment. 

Papa Hei lowered his hand and helped pull away his wife’s hands as well. Mama Hei struggles with her 

husband’s actions but the difference in strength is apparent. 

Mama Hei shouted, “What are you doing!? Don’t send my son to death!?” 

..... 

“Calm down. A’Yu will be okay. But if we continue to stay here we will become a burden and he would 

have a bigger possibility of losing his life. We can only leave wife,” said Papa Hei. 

Hei Yumei shouted, “Big Brother!!!?” 



Before the others could react, Hei Yuhua had already stepped out of the circle, and the light coming 

from the spell circle got brighter. 

System Yang’s voice resounds in Hei Yuhua’s head, [Teleportation Spell Activated! Transferring has 

progressed!] 

“Hua’er!!!” Screamed Mama Hei before they faded into nothing. 

Hei Yuhua saw his mother’s tears while trying to reach out her arms towards her and the worry in his 

father’s gentle eyes. Then he fell into his deep thoughts only for a few moments. 

“A family is it?” 

System Yang warned him, [Be careful of the shadows for some reason the shadows were moving in a 

controlled manner.] 

Hei Yuhua pulled his phone flashlight and pointed it towards the shadows as he jumped away. The 

tentacle-like shadows retreated under the light and the controller of the shadows appeared from the 

darkest side of the hall. Stepping in the darkness is a foreign beauty with long blonde hair, and a 

voluptuous body shape wearing a full body tight leather suit mostly used by agents. Her sapphire eyes 

had the same tint as the sea under the sunlight. This is Nightshade. 

Nightshade spoke, “No wonder Poppy always hesitates in letting you in the Syndicate completely. You 

truly have another purpose. You wanted to save your family, didn’t you?” 

Hei Yuhua didn’t deny. In the first place, he acts as a double agent for the sake of his husband, Ye Yuyan. 

They need as much information as possible to completely eliminate this notorious Syndicate. 

“That shadow... Is that your newly Awakened ability?” asked Hei Yuhua. 

The smile on Nightshade’s face faded and said, “Your sister informed you about our awakening abilities, 

didn’t she? That means you also knew about our plan of spreading drugs in this city. That’s why you 

destroyed all the laboratories under the name of the Red Poppy Syndicate.” 

“Yes, that’s right,” said Hei Yuhua, not denying anything Nightshade had said. 

But Nightshade’s face turned serious and asked an important question. 

“Don’t tell me you also know the real identity of our leader?” 

At this question, Hei Yuhua gave Nightshade a rare smile. But this angelic smile was enough to send a 

thousand coldness into her spine. 

“Abigail Crowell, former CIA agent who is said to have betrayed her own country but is it really true?” 

said Hei Yuhua. 

“You are seriously dangerous,” said Nightshade as she pulled out her gun intending to confront Hei 

Yuhua in front of her. 

They were both agents but served a different country. Even in his past life, Hei Yuhua doesn’t know 

what truly runs in the head of this foreign agent. He only learned that she might seem loyal towards 

Poppy but it is more like gratitude instead of full pledge loyalty. 
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Nightshade or Abigail Crowell exchange moves with Hei Yuhua. They shoot at each other and dodge 

simultaneously. Their weapon handling was fully professional but Hei Yuhua’s accuracy is above hers. In 

that short exchange of bullets, Hei Yuhua was unharmed while Abigail Crowell got her left arm shot. 

Hei Yuhua’s expression remained cold if not for the slight scratch on his right cheek which was grazed by 

the bullet when he saved Mama Hei, he would totally been unharmed. That’s how much difference the 

strength Hei Yuhua has with Agent Abigail Crowell who is also an agent. 

Agent Abigail (Nightshade) pressed on her wound as she looked at Hei Yuhua helplessly. 

“I guess the differences between our skills are great. But that can be expected, I’m fighting against the 

strongest agent in the world after all. Others thought you had died after you had disappeared two years 

ago. I bet you were staying out of everyone’s eyes for a reason. You and Prosecutor Ye were never 

enemies. All we have seen in these past few years were just a mirage you both created to fool the Red 

Poppy Syndicate’s eyes.” said Nightshade as she checked that all the bullets in her possession were used 

up. 

She could only throw the gun in rage and saw the red bracelet around her left wrist. This is an amulet 

she received from the young version of Poppy. She could still recall their first meeting. 

— 

A scene in the past. In the country where Hei Yuhua and the rest live. In this timeline, most of them 

were just teenagers at a young age. At this time, Hei Yuhua and the rest were just in high school. 

..... 

In the middle of the night, 

Somewhere within the dark area of the city. A foreign agent was said to have illegally entered the 

country to spy for information. The Aster Intelligence Division sends agents to eliminate the target. 

Tonight another field mission for Agent Y. He received the mission details from his partner, Agent J (Yun 

Jie). 

Agent J: [The target this time was known as Agent A. Real name: Abigail Crowell. A CIA Agent. She had 

entered the country through an illegal route in water and intended to steal our country’s information for 

Aster agents. She didn’t expect to steal a decoy with a tracker.] 

“A’Jie speaks less nonsense. Give me her routes and I will complete my mission to eliminate her,” said 

Hei Yuhua who was standing above the highest building overlooking the beautiful urban scenery before 

his eyes. Sadly, there are no emotions within those silver irises, just indifference, and coldness as if not 

seeing through the happiness of the scene before him. 

Agent J: [Middle-class Area. Subdivision XXX. Street number 18. About to approach Street number 25 in 

an hour. Be careful, Bro... I mean Agent Y.] 

Hei Yuhua jumped off the building and said, “It will be done soon. Order me some takeouts.” 

Agent J: [I will brother!] 



Then their communication was cut off. Hei Yuhua left to chase after his target. Meanwhile at the 

mentioned location of Agent J. A woman in black overall with gunshots all over her body was running 

away chased by the other agents of Aster. The job of these agents is to track her and not lose their eyes 

on her until a higher-ranked agent comes to finish her off. 

This female agent is quite skilled and a lot of agents were injured badly while confronting her. 

“This way! She ran this way!” 

“Chase her. Don’t lose her.” 

“Agent Y had been deployed. He will be here any minute.” 

Agent Abigail was hiding in the small alleys when she heard that Agent Y of this country was issued to 

chase after. No one doesn’t know who Agent Y is. At the young age of 10, he had already experienced 

running through the battlefield for assassination missions and information stealing missions. He had 

been famous in the world of Agents. 

He is known for his ruthlessness in executing traitors, mercilessness in capturing his target, and coldness 

with which no one could move him regardless of morality or kindness. He is the strongest and youngest 

Agent in the whole world. There are countless countries that put him on watch lists. Every time he made 

a move many countries would watch him. Moreover, this person never failed a mission. 

Agent Abigail cursed in her heart, “They are sending Agent Y to chase me. Did my country choose not to 

save me anymore?” 

To foreign agents being targeted by Agent Y is the same as death. Because this means their country had 

longed to sell them out and no longer cared for their life and death. As expected, Agent Abigail received 

the last message from her division. 

{Thanks for your hard work, Agent A. Please rest in peace. Well, it will subsidize your family.} 

Seeing this message Abigail Crowell laughed as if she had gone crazy. The message alone says that she 

can die in peace. She is not allowed to tell the other side information about their country unless she 

wanted her family to suffer. It was a warning as well as a death mission. 

Knowing that she could no longer escape, Agent A decided to bring a few Aster agents down with her 

death. She has a bomb on her. Implanted by her division. She wanted to use it to kill herself and a few 

more of her enemies. 

“Found her!” 

“She is over here!” 

“Go get her!!” 

Agent Abigail clicked her tongue and said, “You guys are coming down with me!!” 

Pushed in desperation, Agent A was insane, she ran towards the Aster Agents who were looking for her 

and was about to press the area where the Implanted chip is to self-destruct. Just as she was about to 

activate the bomb in her, she only heard two gunshots. Based on the size and power of the bullet, it 



seems to be a sniper. The first bullet destroyed the implanted chip on her left hip and the second bullet 

left a hole in her heart. There is no way for her to survive. 

She had fallen on the cold ground like a broken puppet. The in midst of the intense pain in her body she 

saw a pair of icy silver eyes looking down at her above the nearest building top not far from their 

location. 

‘Ah, the Death God found me.’ 

In the Aster Agents communication gadgets, a low yet cold voice can be heard issuing orders. 

{Target down. Everyone retreated. Leave the rest to me.} 

The Aster Agents collectively responded, “Yes, Sir!” as they disappeared from the scene one by one. 

A few seconds later Agent Y appeared in front of her. He knew she would be dying from blood loss with 

that kind of hole in her chest. Most agents wouldn’t lose consciousness even if they were shot at their 

vital points as they were given special training to increase their pain tolerance. 

Agent Y helped her lean on the wall of the hallway and gave her a special phone connected to a call 

overseas. 

“We’ve communicated with your country. They agree to let you say your goodbyes to your family. You 

can say your last words to them before you leave. Your body will be surrendered to your country after 

you’ve passed away.” said Hei Yuhua. 

He left her there after giving her the phone. The call was connected and Agent A can hear her parent’s 

voices from the opposite side. 

“Abby? Is it you? My baby?” 

“Darling, are you finally going home?” 

“Both Ma and Pa are waiting for you home.” 

“Remember to keep safe and always remember we love you, our baby.” 

Agent A spoke in broken words, “I... love you... too.” 

She ended the call as she didn’t want her parents to notice something. She already felt her body turning 

cold and her sight turning black slowly. She knew that her life was almost over. But at the last moment, 

she saw a pair of red eyes suddenly appearing in front of her and she thought that a devil had finally 

come to pick her soul up. 

During this time, Ying Wu was still alive and went to the same school as Ying Su. Ying Su had been 

reborn multiple times thanks to the system and knew that the future Nightshade of his Syndicate would 

be almost dead in one of the dead alleys within their Subdivision. 

Ying Wu asked, “Why would you want to go to the convenience store at this hour, A’Su?” 

“Gege, I want to buy some midnight snacks. Didn’t you also want to buy some chicken drumsticks as 

well? If you get fat it’s not my fault.” said Ying Su. 



Ying Wu said, “Tsk! Do you care if I get fat? Hey, where are you going?” 

“Pee. Do you want to accompany me?” asked Ying Su. 

Ying Wu said while waving his hand as if shooing him away, “Go. I’ll buy a few things first. Just look for 

me inside.” 

“Okay~,” said Ying Su as he disappeared somewhere to pee as he said while Ying Wu went to the 

nearest convenience store. 

Once Ying Su entered the alley, his innocent expression as a teenager fades only and aloof and dull eyes 

replaced it. A white snake appeared on his neck, hissing. nov𝔢𝒍𝓤𝓢𝐁/𝓬/o/𝓶 

System spoke, [Your first useful pawn is about to die within 10 minutes. You should use a healing stone 

to cure her and help her escape death. I will leave a dummy to cover up her tracks. As for convincing her 

you to have to work for the rest.] 

“Tsk! Healing stones caused too many points. She better be useful or I would have wasted my points for 

nothing,” Mumbled Ying Su as he walks away to look for his target. 

Abigail Crowell only knew she was saved by Ying Su on the brink of death. Unknown to her, the other 

person only sees her as a useful pawn to keep. Aside from that, he had no other feelings for her. On the 

other hand, Agent A feels extremely grateful for Ying Su saving her that night. Because of this, she even 

fell in love with the young man. In her eyes, the actions taken by Ying Su made him look more mature 

than people his age. 

At that time, Hei Yuhua still hadn’t met Lord Hei and the others, so he didn’t know that the body he had 

surrendered to the foreign country was not the real Agent A. 

— 

Back to reality... 

Thinking of the day Ying Su had saved her, Agent A thought she would have to serve for the rest of her 

loves but after seeing what he had been doing with the power of the Syndicate Agent thought 

otherwise. She secretly approached her country and reported her return. She didn’t say anything about 

Ying Su’s supernatural capabilities of saving someone like her who was revived on the brink of death. 

In the end, she worked as a double agent for her country and the Red Poppy Syndicate like Hei Yuhua. 

To avoid the leader of the Syndicate, Ying Su from noticing her current standing she played the role of a 

loyal executive. She even let the drug Datura make awaken an ability in her, to be used on her. In the 

end, she had indeed awakened a shadow ability. It converts her pheromones as an alpha into shadow 

figments that she can control. The darker the place is the stronger her ability is. 

Who would have thought she would witness the mystical scene of Agent Y using some weird spell to 

transfer a large group of people? Nightshade watches the whole mysterious scene played before her 

and sees a large group of people suddenly disappearing in her line of sight. She even forgot to attack for 

the second time after witnessing such a scene. 



She now stares at the usual expressionless face of Agent Y. Nightshade has always known that Agent Y is 

younger than her but she didn’t expect him to be this beautiful. So she was stunned and entertained the 

first time they met. 

Nightshade said, “Your country is full of mystery. Rumors of your country hiding Gods or immortals 

seem to be real. If not Poppy nor you would possess such mystical abilities that were beyond norms. 

When I saw you teleported those scientists I knew you were like Poppy. You are being helped but 

someone not from this plane. Do immortals really exist in your land?” she asked. 

“Immortals, I don’t know. Gods, they exist,” said Hei Yuhua. 

A sweet-smelling scent spreads in the whole hallway. Agent A was caught off guard. She immediately 

wanted to cover her nose when she smelled the scent. As someone who knew that pheromones can be 

converted into abilities, she knew that this sweet fragrance must be Hei Yuhua’s pheromones. If it can 

spread this much that means the area of its effect is big. It’s not an elemental ability like hers. 

Agent A thought she should stop Hei Yuhua from doing what he plans to do. 

Her thoughts are, ‘I need to capture him first and stop his control over his pheromones.’ 

She controlled her own pheromones to convert to shadow and used it to capture Hei Yuhua but the 

scene is too bewildering as her target just watched her with a deadpan expression on his face not 

intending to dodge her attack at all. 

Nightshade was already a few inches away from Hei Yuhua and her shadows were about to touch him. 

Then suddenly she hears his voice. 

Hei Yuhua commanded, “Don’t move.” 

Against her will, her whole body froze before she could even react. She was now looking at Hei Yuhua’s 

beautiful face with fear in her eyes. She would have never expected that Hei Yuhua is an ability user who 

could take over someone’s mind and control. 

Chapter 689: 12.91 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Second Case – Yu Xi’s Choice. 

A sudden surge of sweet fragrance spreads in the hall. This is the scent of an omega’s pheromones. The 

scent of their pheromones had always been stronger than alpha and it had an enticing effect on alphas 

as well. 

Affected by Hei Yuhua’s ability to control other people’s minds, those who were taken over were people 

who had no other choice but to follow his voice commands. The effect of his ability is like mind control 

which doesn’t give many limitations when it comes to targets. 

Choosing Agent A as his main target, Nightshade lost control of her own body. She can only follow the 

issued commands of Hei Yuhua. When she was ordered not to move, her body came with something, 

not hers. She can only look at Hei Yuhua in disbelief. 

Nightshade grits her teeth in despair and looks terrified at Hei Yuhua. She didn’t expect Agent Y’s ability 

to be this overpowering. For a strong person like him, this kind of ability is like an extra cheat skill. 



“You... even though I’ve expected you to be an ability user this is still too much. How can you control me 

like a puppet!?” 

“If you don’t stop screaming I can order that you shut your mouth as well,” said Hei Yuhua. “Either way, 

it is better for you to just answer my questions. You can still go back to your country alive if you give my 

honest answers.” 

“In your dreams!” said Nightshade. 

..... 

Even though she wasn’t a blind loyalist of Poppy, betraying her savior is something she couldn’t do. 

Seeing her reaction, Hei Yuhua couldn’t help but snort at her. 

Hei Yuhua spoke, “System Yang. Are you able to get surveillance from past events at least ten years 

ago?” 

System Yang responded, [I can. But you must give me a medium where to transfer it into.] 

“Would my phone be alright?” asked Hei Yuhua. 

System Yang answered, [It would suffice.] 

A little sun appeared in the thin air. It floated around Hei Yuhua and his materialized avatar form can be 

seen even by Abigail Crowell. Agent A was stunned and speechless by such a magical scene. She had 

only seen something appearing out of nowhere a few times before and that was the white snake that 

Poppy owns. She would also sometimes hear him call it a system. 

Agent A asked, “T-That... What the hell is that? It can talk!?” 

“You act like you haven’t seen a System before. Doesn’t Poppy have a White Snake-shaped one?” said 

Hei Yuhua as he glanced at Abigail Crowell. 

Agent A recalled from her memories the scenes of seeing the white snake and every time Poppy did 

something that wasn’t normal this so-called System was always present. 

This made her realize something and looked at the little glowing sun floating around Hei Yuhua and 

asked with fear, “Is that... Is that your God?” 

System Yang spoke, [It’s true that I am a God but that little white snake is only a Demigod. It’s too weak 

to be called God. Moreover, the Lord had it destroyed already. It no longer exists.] 

Agent A spoke, “Destroyed? Does that mean Poppy is no longer... as powerful as before?” 

“Yes but he still might have hidden a few things he had redeemed from his system mall. The 

Teleportation Spell Circle you’ve seen that I’ve used is something I got from System Yang for getting 

points while the points can only be rewarded to me after I’ve done some mission for the System,” said 

Hei Yuhua. 

System Yang spoke, [The transfer had been made. Every video you need is on your phone now. But it 

seems this lady is one of his missions. Either way, I’ve done my job. By the way, it is better to erase the 



memory of her about us, Systems. Only those who can host a God’s soul are able to remember 

information about us else... There would be chaos in this world.] 

The floating little sun had disappeared after saying those words under the gaze of Agent A leaving her 

unable to believe whatever she is seeing. 

Hei Yuhua silently agreed to the words of System Yang. At the moment he is looking through his phone’s 

interface and watching videos from the distant past. The quality isn’t that good as the camera’s from 10 

years ago haven’t reached the HD version. He continued to watch until he found the video about 

Nightshade. It was the day that he thought he had perfectly killed Agent A but in the end, he didn’t even 

realize that the dead body at that time was only dumb and, not the real Abigail Crowell. 

Narrowing his eyes in understanding, Hei Yuhua muttered, “So that’s what happened after I left you at 

that alley. That’s how he saved you and why you ended up being abandoned by your country. I’ll let you 

see the true face of your savior.” 

He looked at Agent A with confusion in her eyes and approached her with graceful steps. He faced the 

phone screen in front of her and played an old video of what really happened in the past when she was 

saved by her so-called hero. 

Abigail Crowell didn’t want to watch in the beginning but when she heard her Intelligence Division 

Leader’s voice talking to someone from the Syndicate she realized that she was fooled. She watches the 

business interaction between her former boss and Poppy on the screen. The latter had bought her life 

for a few billion dollars and her country was indeed willing to sell her to the Red Poppy Syndicate 

Then the scene in that alley, before Ying Su appeared in front of her like a light of hope, she heard him 

talking to the white snake system talking about a mission and saving her. She even heard him treating 

her as a useful pawn under his control. He was completely different from the Poppy that Nightshade 

knows. After seeing that video, Nightshade knows that it was a legit copy. The bad quality was enough 

to say it all, this kind of video is the hardest to edit as it was almost pixelated and even simple editing 

would make it fake. nov𝔢𝒍𝓤𝓢𝐁/𝓬/o/𝓶 

Abigail Crowell was stunned; she can’t believe that the life she had lived all this time was someone’s 

script. She was treated as a useful pawn that can be disregarded as long as her use is finished. Only now 

that she realized that she wasn’t only betrayed by her country but also the man whom she had thought 

was her savior. 

Remembering how she foolishly acted according to Ying Su’s control, her tears just fell down from her 

face while a look of disbelief tainted her appearance. 

Hei Yuhua took back his phone and said, “By the way, this is something you must know. That time when 

I gave that phone to you to say your last goodbyes to your loved ones they were in your workplace. So 

what happened next after they heard you died... Your loved ones were also...” 

This information was the last straw. Agent A screamed in intense grief and hatred. At this moment she 

hated her country and hated the Red Poppy Syndicate, especially Ying Su. But Hei Yuhua’s expression 

turned grim and dark as more time passed by. To him, it was better to kill off everything that may 

become a hindrance to his and his husband’s future. 



So with a cold gaze, Hei Yuhua raised his hand which was holding a gun, and pointed it at Agent A’s 

head. He stares at her with indifference as if he was already looking at a corpse. 

Hei Yuhua said, “10 years ago you should have died. If you had died just then I and A’Yu wouldn’t have 

suffered in all those lifetimes. You were the biggest hindrance for me to capture the other executives. As 

long as you are gone things will be easier for me.” 

Abigail Crowell felt the looming death over her. Seeing Agent Y’s expressionless yet exquisite face, she 

understands his insecurities. It was indeed her who was preventing others from approaching the 

members of the Syndicate but it was different right now as she hated the Red Poppy Syndicate to the 

core after learning the hidden truth of her current position. She was the strongest pawn Ying Su has. 

Nightshade spoke, “N-No... Wait a minute. I will switch with your side. I can help you. I know more 

information about the Syndicate. I still want to take my revenge on Ying Su and that stupid country of 

mine!” 

But Hei Yuhua’s glacial eyes remain unmoved, he had already decided to kill her right from the 

beginning. Just as he pulled the trigger, someone held his wrist and changed the direction of the 

gunshot. It was Ye Yuyan who finally appeared with Lou Wei. They’ve been teleported somewhere a bit 

far from the main laboratory. Lord Hei accidentally deviated from the teleportation location and they 

appeared only near Laboratory instead of inside the place. 

BANG! 

They overheard the conversation between Hei Yuhua and Lou Wei. Though they didn’t hear the whole 

conversation, they at least heard Agent A’s promise to tell them all information about the Red Poppy 

Syndicate. As Ying Su’s right-hand person, Nightshade knew more things than the others. 

Lou Wei cuffed Agent A and injected Heaven’s potion into her. They found more of this potion in this 

place when looking for Hei Yuhua. The two of them had also set up some bombs in the whole laboratory 

intending to destroy it all. Leaving no more traces of illegal drug production. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan spoke, “Yu’er, she is more useful alive than dead.” 

“A’Yu, why are you here?” asked Hei Yuhua if the coldness in him faded as long as Ye Yuyan was around. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan said, “Lord Hei teleported us over. But we were teleported farther from you and 

spent our time looking around for you in the whole laboratory. But thanks to that we had gathered 

enough proof of the Red Poppy Syndicate getting involved with illegal drug production in our country. 

Now that we know the identities of those executives we can bring them all down.” 

“Then let’s do it as soon as possible,” said Hei Yuhua. 

Ye Yuyan hugged his wife and said, “Leave the rest to me. You’re tired. Let’s go home.” 

“Okay,” said Hei Yuhua as he hugged back his husband and finally the dark emotions within him had 

faded. 

Lou Wei carried Agent A like a bag of the sack as she had fainted after being injected by the dis-

enhancer. Her ability is being erased by the effect of Heaven’s Potion. 



All of them had teleported back home after destroying the whole Secret Laboratory. The sudden fire in 

the middle of the forest caught the eyes of the government and media. The next day all news about this 

hidden laboratory was reported in the news. 

Hei Yuhua fell asleep and his husband had no other choice but to carry him in his arms. The fatigue took 

over as soon as Ye Yuyan appeared. To Hei Yuhua, as long as his beloved is around he would be safe. 

— 

Back in Yu Xi’s house... 

Ying Su was unable to fall asleep while thinking of what happened tonight. Not only his warehouses 

were all destroyed, but he also doesn’t know who the main culprits are. He was thinking it was Ye Yuyan 

and the rest but he doesn’t have enough proof plus his white snake system hadn’t returned at all. He 

was worried in his heart that something might have happened to it. 

After peeking at the other side of the bed, he saw that Yu Xi was sleeping peacefully and decided to 

leave the bed for a while. Unknown to him, Yu Xi was just pretending to be asleep. 

Ying Su left the bedroom and went to the study room next door. He went into a hidden compartment 

within the Study Room and checked on the remaining tools and materials he had redeemed all these 

lifetimes that he hasn’t used all this time. 

There is a basket of white stones which seems to be low-leveled healing stones, a box of all kinds of 

talismans, high technology barrier orbs, and one Resurrection gem. Every single one of these causes 

numerous points to be exchanged now that his system is gone there are no ways to redeem more of 

these things. He can only pack up everything. 

Yu Xi was watching him from beyond the door. His face was serious as he even took a photo of 

everything in that hidden compartment and sent it to Ye Yuyan. 

He then mumbled, “This would be the last help from me, Yuyan. I’m sorry.” 

This was the message attached to the photo. He had sent to Prosecutor Ye Yuyan’s number. Then he 

went inside the room to have a serious talk with Ying Su 

Chapter 690: 12.92 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Second Case – Family 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan and the rest had just returned home. He and Lou Wei used a teleportation talisman 

to go back. The hallway in the condominium building was empty when they arrived. Yun Jie did well in 

putting everyone else in place. 

Yun Jie welcomed them as he heard noises coming from the hallway. The room unit owned by 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan opened revealing Yun Jie and the Hei Family waiting for their return. While waiting 

for Hei Yuhua and the rest to return, Yun Jie had a nice conversation with Hei Yuhua’s family. His father 

and mother eagerly asked Yun Jie questions about the past. 

They’ve asked how their eldest son grew up on his own. Yun Jie told them everything without hiding 

information. He had read his brother’s files and these people are indeed his biological parents and 

younger sister. As the Hei Family listens to Yun Jie who told them about Hei Yuhua’s life history, they 

shed tears as they’ve learned about the lonely past of Hei Yuhua. 



The Hei Yuhua who hadn’t met Prosecutor Ye Yuyan was someone who sought death. Most of his 

missions were the types that had either two endings which to complete it to be successful or fail and the 

result can only be death. They were extremely thankful that Prosecutor Ye Yuyan had met their child. 

Even though they were surprised to know that Prosecutor Ye Yuyan and their child, Hei Yuhua was fated 

mate, the current relationship between the two left them joyous. Because of Prosecutor Ye Yuyan’s 

existence, Hei Yuhua no longer pursues death and instead lives happily with Ye Yuyan and their 

daughter. 

Fated Mates is an alpha/omega couple who are destined to be together. Fated pairs develop a deep 

emotional and sexual connection to each other, and in many cases will sense each other immediately 

when they first meet by the scent of their pheromones. Fated pairs who have known each other since 

childhood may be instinctively aware that they are destined mates, or they might realize it later on 

when they hit puberty. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan’s existence becomes the sole light and hope in Hei Yuhua’s dull life. It was because 

of this that Ye Yuyan could hold back Hei Yuhua’s murderous intent which he had accumulated while 

working as an agent. The former Hei Yuhua doesn’t see a person as a living being or not. To him, the 

difference between life and death is the same as his eyes. That’s why most agents in their world fear 

him and revere him. He is the strongest agent in the world. 

..... 

Yun Jie saw the people they’d been waiting for had finally come back. 

“You guys are back! What happened to my brother?” asked Yun Jie worriedly as he saw Hei Yuhua in 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan’s arms. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan replied, “Too tired. He is sleeping. Let’s go inside for now. Lao Wei, bring that one 

to the underground prison. I will see them later.” 

Lou Wei nods his head and smiles at his lover before carrying the unconscious Agent A (Nightshade) on 

his shoulder. He heads to the elevator and goes to the underground prison as he was ordered to. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan on the other hand entered their home and was a bit stunned to see three people 

staring at him and his wife with relieved faces and fatigue. 

He whispered to Yun Jie, “Who are they, Xiao Jie?” 

“They are my brother’s parents. Biological ones,” said Yun Jie. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan was stunned for a moment. He wanted to greet them properly and remembered 

that his wife was still in his arms. He could only smile embarrassed. 

“Please excuse my rudeness for not being able to properly introduce myself. My name is Yuyan and I am 

surnamed Ye. I am Hei Yuhua’s spouse.” 

He bows his head in greeting and sees Papa Hei and Mama Hei pat his shoulders as they smile at him. 

Papa Hei said, “No worries. You and Hua’er are too busy. We can formally meet after everything is 

over.” 



“That’s right, child. What happened to my son? Is he hurt?” asked Mama Hei. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan said, “No, Madam. Yu’er is just sleeping. A bit too tired.” 

Mama Hei lightly slammed Prosecutor Ye Yuyan’s back and said, “My~ this child. Who are you calling 

Madam? Call me Mom.” 

“Mom” called Ye Yuyan with a smile. 

Papa Hei said, “You should let Hua’er rest properly on the bed. Are you tired? Can you talk a bit with us? 

You can call me Dad.” 

“Sure, Dad. Please wait a bit in the living room,” said Prosecutor Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yumei mumbled, “I still want to talk with Big Brother.” 

“You can do that tomorrow morning. Your brother is too tired tonight,” said Papa Hei. 

“Let me go with you. Mei’er, go to sleep now,” said Mama Hei. 

Dejected Hei Yumei said, “I will, Mom. Good night!” 

“I’ll show you the guest room, little sis,” said Yun Jie. 

Hei Yumei said, “Thanks, Jie-gege.” 

Mama Hei had followed Prosecutor Ye Yuyan to the Master’s bedroom to look after her son while her 

husband talked with their son-in-law. These two must have been planning to talk about the syndicate. 

While at it Yun Jie showed Hei Yumei the way to the guest room and let her sleep early. It was almost 

morning after all. 

A few minutes later. 

In the living, Prosecutor Ye Yuyan and Papa Hei remain. Yun Jie after sending Lady Hei Yumei to the 

guest’s room went to the underground prison to look for his lover. There is a bit of awkwardness and 

tension between the two men remaining. All of the sudden, Papa Hei lowered his head while thanking 

Ye Yuyan. 

Papa Hei said, “Thank you for loving and protecting Hua’er in our absence. We had heard the 

circumstances from that good child named Yun Jie. We learned that Hei Yuhua before meeting you had 

lived a hard life. Please accept my sincere gratitude for pulling Hua’er out of that darkness!” 

“Please raise your head. Dad, it’s my duty as his mate to protect him from anything that may harm him. I 

love Yu’er with all my heart so this is something I must do in our lifetime. Please don’t thank me for 

something that I am responsible for,” said Prosecutor Ye Yuyan. 

Papa Hei finally raised his head and looked at Prosecutor Ye Yuyan with a gentle smile. 

“When we were teleported here. My mom and I were so worried about Hua’er who chose to stay. When 

we heard you had left already to look for Hua’er made us feel relieved. Can you tell me what happened 

after we left, Yuyan?” 

“Sure, Dad.” 



Prosecutor Ye Yuyan told Papa hei what happened. How Hei Yuhua used his ability to defeat Nightshade 

and how they destroyed the hidden Laboratory afterward. There is no need to hide the awakened ability 

of Hei Yuhua. His ability is something that wasn’t fully awakened by drugs but by a God like Lord Hei. But 

there is no need to mention Lord Hei and Lord God Ye’s existence to others. 

Papa Hei frowned when he heard that Hei Yuhua’s ability had awakened. 

“Hua’er’s ability had awakened. How did this happen? Did he use the Hell’s Potion? That thing has very 

bad side effects.” said Papa Hei. 

Ye Yuyan responded, “That we don’t know. Yu’er only told me he had awakened his ability during one of 

his missions. In this mission, he had met Datura before. As for the details, I think it is better for Dad not 

to know about it. Even it couldn’t hold back my anger when Yu’er told me about this.” 

“Tell me. I can bear with it but... There is no need to tell your mom or your sister.” said Papa Hei. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan with a deep frown spreading on his forehead nods his head and tells the details of 

when Hei Yuhua first met Datura. In the mission where he let himself become a living test subject and all 

that he had experienced in that mission and how he had almost died but survived in the end. 

Papa Hei’s expression turned ugly yet pale. He hadn’t always understood why Datura had hated Agent Y 

and would always come to complain to him and his wife every time he returned to the hidden 

laboratory. Now that he knew that Agent Y from Aster happens to be his son, he realized the reason for 

Datura’s hate. His son and Datura were enemies that could not exist together. 

Sigh~ 

“That bastard! He knew all along that my son is alive!!!” said Papa Hei while cursing Datura. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan said, “He even brought out Yumei because he wanted to use her against Yu’er. 

Thankfully, they met each other before Datura could make a move and we were able to rescue Mom 

and Dad on time. Datura had long ordered your deaths when we bombed their warehouses.” 

“This Syndicate is true hell. They never treat humans they capture as living beings. Any human subjects 

that entered the Hidden Laboratory had been... Sigh! Datura was using living humans as subjects. My 

mom and I have some evidence here. You can give this to someone you trust. But be careful I heard 

Datura talking to someone before there are moles in your Police Headquarters,” said Papa Hei as he 

passed a USB to Ye Yuyan. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan was delighted to gather more proof of Datura’s wicked actions. With this, they can 

condemn him to a death trial. nov𝚎𝐋𝓤𝗌𝓑.𝐂/o\𝕞 

“This is extremely useful to me. Thank you, Dad. As for that mole, Datura is talking about how we 

already knew who it was. It was Poppy himself.” said Ye Yuyan. 

Papa Hei was shocked to hear that Poppy was residing in the Police Headquarters himself. Who is 

Poppy? He is the greatest mastermind in the Syndicate. 

“No wonder...! When I and your mom tried to talk to the police once before they turned a deaf ear to 

us. So it was because Poppy himself is in the Police Headquarters. No wonder no matter how many 



times we tried to ask the help of the police to save us, nothing worked. We are like clowns in front of 

Poppy aren’t we?” said Papa Hei. Blaming himself for his foolishness. 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan said, “Don’t worry, Dad. Leave the rest to us. Yu’er And I had longed to make 

preparations for two years. We will capture all of them.” 

“I see. Then Dad will leave it to you and Hua’er. We... are a bit tired. Tell us everything if you need 

something.” said Papa Hei. 

Ye Yuyan remembered Huahua who is his and Hei Yuhua’s beloved daughter and his parents who had 

gone into hiding. He decided to let them stay together while he and his wife were cleaning up the 

Syndicate. 

“Actually Dad...” Ye Yuyan told Papa Hei about his idea to let the Hei Family stay with the Prime Minister 

and his family. They are in-laws and the latter had been hiding on some island their Ye Family owned. He 

asked them if they wanted to hide on the island while everything was still not cleaned up. 

Papa Hei thought that Ye Yuyan’s suggestion was good. It is better for his family to go hiding for a while. 

After all, Poppy is still out there. 

“I will convince your mom and younger sister. But they would surely ask to stay for a few days. Can we 

stay here for a few days?” said Papa Hei. 

Ye Yuyan said, “Of course, you are welcome here anytime. Since this is the case I will ask Yu’er to rest 

the whole day tomorrow. I will need to clean up the Headquarters so please forgive not being able to 

accompany Dad and Mom.” 

“It’s okay. Work is more important. Just be careful on the field. You are a man with family after all,” said 

Papa Hei. 

The two men drank all night as a father-in-law and son-in-law bonding. They happily drank all night and 

fell asleep in the living room. Thankfully, the automatic heater turned on time and none of them ended 

up getting a cold. As soon as the sun had risen in the sky, the two drunkards were scolded by their 

wives. Mama Hei cooked some hangover soup for two people while her daughter, Yumei, and son, 

Yuhua, helped cook breakfast for the family. It was such a lovely sight of a family spending a happy 

morning together. 

 


